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U.S.: concrete deeds required
for Helsinki Accords' revitalization
WASHINGTON - In the United
States delegation's first substantive
remarks since the resumption on Nov
ember 9 of the Madrid Conference to
review implementation of the 1975
Helsinki Accords, Ambassador Max
M. Kampelman, delegation chairman,
stressed that the United States "regrets
the need to repeat over and over again
our belief that -the Helsinki process
requires a dedicated effort to comply
with its underlying accords.''
He went on to say in his November 16
remarks: "The American delegation is
patient; and we will remain patient. The
stakes are too high for impatience."
"We know that an improved at
mosphere, at this meeting will have its
effects else where as well. Such an
improvement would be profoundly
welcomed by the 1,044,821,000 people
governed by the states present at this
meeting," noted Mr. Kampelrnan.
The full text of the ambassador's
statement was released here on Novem
ber 29 by the U.S. Commission on
Security and Cooperation in Europe.
Ambassador Kampelman underlined
the importance of commitment and
cooperation among the Helsinki Ac
cords signatories. He said:
"We are renewing our meetings after
a pause of eight months. The American
delegation, which approaches its task
here with a sense of sober realism,
regrets the need to repeat over and over
again our belief that the Helsinki
process requires a dedicated effort to
comply with its underlying accords if it
is to meet the expectations of its framers
and the aspirations of our peoples. This
assertion is so self-evident that it should
not require repetition. Rather, it should
produce a bona fide effort at com
pliance by all of us, without contro
versy; and yet, as has been so fully
documented here, the unwillingness to

observe commitments made persists
and thereby obstructs achievement of
the 'detente,'the peace and the coopera
tion we all seek.
"It should be evident to all that the
cherished goals of the final act require
more than words alone for their realiza
tion. The CSCE process was founded
on the premise that real security and
true peace require the building of
mutual trust between East and West. Its
promise was that peace would flow
from building the foundations of co
operation, dealing constructively with
the totality of our relationships, reduc
ing the causes of conflict and not just the
weapons of war. The undermining of
that trust produced by the persistent
failures of compliance, so amply de
monstrated here for two years and again
today, means that the integrity and
credibility of the Helsinki process are
now at stake. They require concrete
deeds for their revitalization. Political
confidence-building measures are called
for to supplement the words being
offered. These would add legitimacy to
the words. We await them. We are
prepared affirmatively to respond to
them."
He also commented on the recent
release of Solidarity leader Lech
Walesa, saying:
"A few days ago, Mr. Chairman,
Poland's military authorities announced
the release from jail of Lech Walesa,
leader of Solidarity. We are immensely
pleased for him, his wife and children.
That release has been long overdue for
humanitarian as well as Helsinki rea
sons. We hope this move will be follow
ed by the release of the other leaders,
members and advisors of Solidarity
now in confinement; and that this will
lead to a renewed dialogue between the
government. Solidarity and the Church.
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Patriarch Josyf joins hierarchs
calling for community unity
JERSEY CITY, N.J. - In a recent
letter to UNA Supreme President John
O. Flis, Patriarch Josyf Slipyj stated
that he joins in the appeal of Ukrainian
Catholic hierarchs of the United States
in asking for unity within the Ukrainian
community.
The head of the "Pomisna" Ukrai
nian Catholic Church asked Mr. Flis to
help in this matter. The text of the
patriarch's letter, dated November 11,
follows.

...
"The disturbing news that enmity
rules in the United States since the 13th
Congress of Ukrainians in America
reaches me. Unfortunately, even after
many appeals to mend the rift in the
community, including the one issued by
the hierarchs of our Church, the wound
dees^notlKar: і jc^myfeUowbrothers

in the episcopate in asking you, Mr.
President, to use your authority to help
return the spirit of mutual respect and
cooperation to our community. Do not
allow future generations to judge their
ancestors for creating disunity among
people.
"May God bless you."
Reliable sources report that
Patriarch Josyf also appealed to Prof.
Lev Dobriansky in a letter addressing
this same matter.
The U.S. Ukrainian Catholic hier
archs' appeal, issued on September 8,
was published in the September 26 issue
of The Weekly. It was signed by Arch
bishop-Metropolitan Stephen Sulyk,
and Bishops Innocent Lotocky, Basil
u
Losten and Robert Moslcalr
" "

Ukrainian Orthodox Church comments
on Catholic hierarchs' appeal

SOUTH BOUND BROOK, N.J. The Ukrainian Orthodox Word, the
official publication of the Ukrainian
Orthodox Church in the United States,
which is headed by Metropolitan Mstyslav Skrypnyk, published a commen
tary on the recently released "Appeal of
the hierarchs of the Ukrainian Catholic
Church in the United States to the
faithful and especially to the leaders of
all organizations."
The article, titled "More on the
Ukrainian Catholic hierarchy's appeal,"
was published in the November-Decem
ber issue of the Ukrainian Orthodox
Word. It is signed with the initials
MSM.
(Couttaoed on par 15)
The commentary praises the Ukrai
nian Catholic hierarchs' appeal, saying
that "this document will remain a
document of the far-reaching concern
expressed by the hierarchy of the
UNITED NATIONS, N.Y. - For voting with Moscow fell by two, and Ukrainian Catholic Church in the
the fourth time in three years the U.N. perhaps more significantly, 63 non- United States, which is deeply troubled
General Assembly has overwhelmingly aligned states voted with the majority by the painful-events within the life of
voted for the "immediate withdrawal of and only 12 with the Soviet Union. the Ukrainian community in this coun
foreign troops from Afghanistan," Twelve others were among the 13 that try."
However, it also finds fault with the
reported The New York Times.
abstained.
The November 29 vote was 114 in
Among the non-aligned countries document, in that the appeal does not
favor of the pull-out, 21 opposed, 13 voting in favor of the troop withdrawal concretely lay the blame for the divisiveabstensions and nine absent or not were Albania, Yugoslavia and Zim ness within the Ukrainian community
voting.
babwe. Voting against the resolution on any particular person, or group of
Since the first vote was taken shortly were all the Warsaw Pact countries persons. "In taking note of theextremely
after the Soviets invaded Afghanistan in except Rumania, which did not vote, as valuable — in its content and intent —
1979, the USSR has increased its troops well as Byelorussia and Ukraine, the appeal of the Ukrainian Catholic hier
to a total now estimated at 105,000.
only constituent Soviet republics to archy in the United States, we take upon
ourselves responsibility for attesting
According to the Times, Oleg A have seats in the General Assembly.
Troyanovsky, the Soviet delegate,
Also voting with the Soviets were that the leaders of the so-called "Libera
dismissed the U.N. effort as an Afghanistan, Cuba, Ethiopia, Grenada, tion Front"... led to the dark night that
"artificial hue and cry" and a diversion Laos, Libya, Madagascar, Mongolia, exists today within the Ukrainian
from "really burning issues."
Mozambique, Syria, Vietnam and community, a night that facilitates the
crimes perpetrated by persons of ill will
Even so, the number of countries South Yemen.

U.N. demands Afghanistan withdrawal

Z

in our community environment."
The full text of the article follows.
On September 23, America, the
Ukrainian Catholic daily newspaper,
published the "Appeal of the hierarchs
of the Ukrainian Catholic Church in the
United States to the faithful and espe
cially to the leaders of all organiza
tions." The title and especially the
(Condomd on pap It)

SUSK begins
Operation Mykolayko
OTTAWA - With the start of the
Christmas season, members of the
Ukrainian Canadian Students Union
(SUSK) are busy preparing for Opera
tion Mykolayko.
The project's objective is to gather as
many canned goods (and possibly other
commodities such as clothing and
money) as possible throughout the
month of December. These goods will
then be distributed to less fortunate
Ukrainians during the Christmas sea
son.
Operation Mykolayko proved to be
successful last year and in 1980 in the
Toronto area, for students gathered
1,200 cans of food and over S700. This
year, the SUSK national executive
hopes the project will catch on nationally.
They have started the project with a
Canada-wide campaign that divides the
project into three phases.
(Continued oo Dap 15)
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Bush, congressional delegation
visit Pentecostals in U.S. Embassy

Dissident profile

Mykhailo Osadchy:
portrait of an "agitator"

Mykhailo Osadchy
JERSEY CITY, N.J. - "You
write poetry. So go on writing. But
your lines are drab, and they make
everything around you seem even
drabber. The.grayness,makes you
lose.all sense of color, and even red
looks gray to you. A black abyss.
Beyond the barbed wire is the
swampy ravine. Its foul odor hits you
in the nostrils and follows you every
where you go. You yourself seem to
be rotting. Why? What was your
crime? Senseless idealism and power
pitted against each other. The power
of the inept. They'll wipe you out;
bury you in that swampy ravine
beyond the barbed wire. Behind the
ravine is the burialground. Graves
marked by numbers. Barbed wire
and more barbed wire. Hey, you
dead prisoner! You donl eat your
gruel, and you don't produce even a
quarter of your work quota."(Catar
act, 1968)
So writes Mykhailo Osadchy,
poet and journalist, in his book "Catar
act," which describes his first trial
and imprisonment for dnti-Soviel
agitation and propaganda in 196668.
Born on March 22, 1936, in Kurmany, Sumska oblast, Mr. Osadchy
appears to have been a model child of
the revolution. He studied journa
lism at the University of Lviv and
graduated in 19S8. His dissertation
was on the works of Ostap Vyshnia.
In 1960, he became an instructor of
journalism at the University of Lviv,
where he also worked as editor of the
university newspaper. In January
1962, he became a member of the
Communist Party to which he be
longed until his first arrest in 1965.
As assistant professor of journalism
at the University of Lviv, Mr.
Osadchy was also in charge of "ideological education" in his depart
ment's party organization. He was a
member of the Journalists' Union of
Ukraine and for a time worked as
senior editor for a television station.
The future seemed bright for Mr.
Osadchy, but his final dissertation
was never approved, for in 1965 a
collection of his poetry, "Moon
Fields," was published and soon
confiscated and destroyed by the
KGB.
On August 28, 1965, Mr. Osadchy
was arrested, and on April 18, 1966,
he was sentenced at a closed trial in
Lviv to two years of hard labor for

"anti-Soviet agitation and propa
ganda."
But his two-year sentence was
considered short, as if it were only, a
shot in the arm to put Mr. Osadchy
back on the "right track." After his
release from camp in 1967, he work
ed on a book of memoirs about his
trial and imprisonment. During this
time he met such dissidents as
Mykhailo and Bohdan Horyn, writers
Andrei Sinyavsky and Yuliy Daniel.
"Cataract," smuggled out of the
Soviet Union in 1969, along with
other collections of Mr. Osadchy's
poetry led to his second trial and
imprisonment in 1972.
The book made its way to the West
and was published in Ukrainian
(1971) and English (1976), but copies
of it were also found in the home of
Ivan Svitlychny. The first imprison
ment of Mr. Osadchy seemed to
make him more zealous in his struggle
against Soviet repression and denial
of human rights.
From 1967 to 1971 he participated
in the preparation and distribution of
anti-Soviet documents, and along
with Vyacheslav Chornovil, Ivan
Неї, Valentyn Moroz and others, he
wrote to the Soviet Presidium about
the injustice of closed trials.
During the years between his two
imprisonments, Mr. Osadchy lived in
Lviv with his wife Oksana and two
children. He had a difficult time
.finding employment but finally re
ceived a job as. a laborer in Vihsti r
tutiori for deaf-mutes in Lviv.
Such collections of poetry as
"Povitriani yamy," "Adame, de
yesy?" "Quos ego" and "Odkrovennia," which he wrote between
1969 and 197 Г, and "Cataract" led to
his second arrest in 1972 — again for
"anti-Soviet agitation and propa
ganda." In these collections he spoke
out against the repression of his and
others' writings, and the dehumanization of people in the Soviet Union.
This time the Soviet authorities
were not as lenient with Mr. Osad
chy. He was sentenced to seven years'
hard labor and three years'
exile. He spent his labor camp sen
tence in Sosnovka, Mordovia.
During his imprisonment and
before his exile to Kosmy, Mr.
Osadchy wrote a letter to President
Jimmy Carter and the American
people (January 22, 1978) in which
he spoke about the injustice his
family has experienced in the Soviet
Union. "With the goal to destroy me
even sooner, in 1974, on the initia
tive of the KGB, 'criminals' beat up
my 70-year old mother," he said.
In the letter to theUnited States he
also wrote: "I want tp die acitizen of
the United States, a country, which
in accordance with my deepest con
victions, is a fortress of peace, fair
ness, liberty and a friend of Ukrai
nians and Ukraine."
He wrote also of his brother,
Volodymyr Hryhorovych Osadchy,
who was killed at the age of 33 (April
5, 1975) in Sumy. Mr. Osadchy
believed that this, too, was the work
of the KGB, for he had been told that
both he and his brother would die
soon. In memory of his brother, Mr.
Osadchy conducts a fast twice a year
(Continued on pate 10)
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MOSCOW - Vice President George
Bush was among five U.S. government
officials to recently visit six Soviet
Pentecostals who have been living in the
U.S. Embassy here since 1978, report
ed United Press International.
The six - four members of the
Vashchenko family and Maria Chmykhalov and her son - are originally from
the Siberian town of Chemogorsk. Since
dashing into the embassy past Soviet
guards four and a half years ago, they
have tried to gain permission to emi
grate. The Soviets, however, refuse to
let them leave.
Mr. Bush, accompanied by Secretary
of State George Shultz, visited the group

Columnist cites
Badzio in article
about dissidents
WASHINGTON - The plight of
imprisoned Ukrainian dissident and
author Yuriy Badzio was cited by
Richard Cohen in the November 25
issue of The Washington Post.
In his column titled "Remembering,"
Mr. Cohen discussed the importance of
remembering the plight of such Soviet
dissidents as Anatoly Shcharansky and
Mr. Badzio, noting that word of Western
concern usually manages to reach the
prisoners and thus gives them hope that
they have .not been forgotten.
'

"It does' not sound like' much, but to'
the prisoners it can be everything,"
wrote Mr. Cohen. "They are told by
their jailers that the world has forgotten
them, that they are fools for suffering
so. So it is important to let the prisoners
know that someone still remembers."

Mr. Cohen said that he was convinced
about the importance of keeping the
cases of these prisoners alive by a
woman who had come to Washington
to deliver a press release to Radio Free
Europe concerning Mr. Badzio.
During an interview with RFE, she
said that Mr. Badzio had been adopted
as a prisoner of conscience by Los
Angeles journalists affiliated with
Amnesty International. She hoped that
news of the "adoption" would reach Mr.
Badzio behind bars.
Mr. Badzio, 46, a Ukrainian histo
rian, was sentenced in 1979 to seven
years in a labor camp to be followed by
five years' internal exile.

while in Moscow to attend the funeral
of Leonid Brezhnev. "
Also visiting the six were Sen. Bob
Dole (R-Kan.) and Reps. Bill Frenzel
(R-Minn.), James T. Broyhill (R-N.C.)
and Douglas K. Bereuter (R-Neb.), who
were in Moscow for a U.S.-USSR
Trade Council meeting.
The Pentecostals told the congress
men that they still hoped to go to the
United States, and informed them that
12 Vashchenko children in Siberia
have been granted permission to visit
the embassy meeting that was scheduled
for November 30.
Sen. Dole reportedly told the Pente
costals that the U.S. government would
do all it can to assist them, while Rep.
Frenzel promised "to work and pray for
your success."
The four Vashchenkos live in a small
room in the embassy basement, while
the Chmykhalov's share adjacent
quarters. Lydia Vashchenko, who had
been an original member of the group,
was taken out of the embassy and
hospitalized in 1980 following a long
hunger strike. She has since returned to
Chemogorsk.

Ethnic tensions
spawn soccer brawl
MOSCOW - A huge brawl
following a soccer match between
two Red Army teams — one from the
western Ukrainian city of Lviv and
the other from Soviet Georgia' -- !
may have Tttd strong ethnic over
tones, according to an article in a
Soviet military newspaper.
The Associated Press reported
that the fight erupted after the Lviv
team had defeated the club from
Tbilisi, the capital of Georgia, 14).
Three players from the Georgian
team were blamed for starting the
fracas.
The game was played in Lviv arid,
according to the AP, the Lviv team
was most probably made up of
Ukrainians.
Reports of public disturbances are
rare in the Soviet press and virtually'
unheard of when they involve
soldiers. The account in the news
paper Red Star was viewed as ex
pressing growing concern among top
military authorities about the lack of
army discipline and ethnic divisions
in the armed forces.
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Canadian Cabinet Immigrant Aid Society reports lack of funds, sponsors
TORONTO - A recent report by the several families in Poland. With the refugees which will affect Ukrainians
approves rules for Canadian
Ukrainian Immigrant Aid imposition of martial law in that coun seeking to enter Canada.
Since there is no set quota for Ukrai
Society indicates that a lack of spon try last December, many Ukrainians
minorities'depiction sors
and adequate funds is preventing it who had openly advocated reassessing nians as such, the report said that the
OTTAWA - The Canadian Cabinet
has given approval to a set of guidelines
for the depiction of visible and ethnic
minorities in government advertising
and communications, reported the
Multiculturalism Directorate.
Multiculturalism Minister Jim Flem
ing, who made the guidelines public at a
conference in Toronto on October 29,
noted that the Treasury Board and the
Multiculturalism Directorate would be
collaborating in the establishment of a
monitoring mechanism for the guide
lines. The Treasury Board has the lead
responsibility for internal monitoring,
while Mr. Fleming's directorate will
participate in the general monitoring of
progress and problems in implementa
tion.
Among the principles listed in the
newly released guidelines are the follow
ing.
0
The guidelines are grounded in the
principle and policy of multiculturalism
within a bilingual framework. Within
this context, all groups, irrespective of
ancestry and ethnic origin are and must
be portrayed as equally productive and
contributing members of Canadian
society.
^ The guidelines reflect tlie commit
ment of the government to the policy of
fair and representative depiction as
regards race and ethnic origin in all
guidelines, and the monitoring thereof,
are intended to help correct theoretical
biases and stereotypes which constitute
barriers to full participation,in Cana
dian society,,
j . ^ . : . . i u f ,,l iw-.is.
:
" The guidelines will apply to all
internal and external federal govern
ment communications. This will include
written, visual (slides, films, posters,
publication covers, graphics, advertis
ing) and oral (speeches, voice-overs,
dialogues) material produced by the
federal government, or contracted for
or purchased from the private sector.
The target date for implementation of
the guidelines is April 1, 1983, and an
annual report will be prepared based on
the results of the monitoring.

Visible minorities conference

The October 29-30 conference, at
which Minister Fleming presented the
guidelines, was attended by some 200
representatives of media, advertising
and visible minority groups. Its theme
was "Visible Minorities and the Media."
The conference was designed to find
ways to better portray Canadians of
visible minority communities in ad
vertising and the media.
Peter Desbarats, journalism dean at
the University of Western Ontario, in
wrapping up noted that Canada is the
kind of country that could change. "But
it has to be pushed," he added.
Mr. Desbarats said the conference
generated a feeling that the time was
ripe for a change in the attitudes of the
media towards minority groups. He
noted that there were already three or
four practical suggestions that had
started to generate some action.
Set up by Multiculturalism Canada,
the conference was addressed by Mr.
Fleming, who noted that all sectors
have a responsibility to make things
happen and to make them happen more
quickly. He stressed that while it was
very appropriate for the government to
take the lead in this matter, legislation is
not being considered.
,
.

from processing new refugee applica
tions, many of them from Ukrainians in
Poland.
The report was delivered at the
annual conference of the Ukrainian
Canadian Committee meeting here on
October 22-23.
In the report, the CUIAS said that
approximately 159 refugees arrived in
Canada in the past year, another 34
have been sponsored and are scheduled
to arrive and 11 internal-visitor cases
are being handled. Over 40 refugees are
still in Western Europe awaiting spon
sors, the report said.

CUIAS plans to meet with Lloyd
Axworthy, the minister for immigra
tion, and recommend a quota of at least
200 Ukrainian refugees for 1983.

Most of the new refugees are young
people, the CUIAS said, many of whom
wish to continue their studies. "The
ideal situation, of course, is one where a
family is willing to take a student into
the home; however,...this type of
arrangement is becoming more difficult
to locate," the report said.

Poland's relattons with its national
minorities are either in hiding or in
custody, according to the report.
v
The families in question have been
provided with exit documents by the
Polish junta, and they have applied at
the Canadian Embassy in Warsaw but
were advised that they must have
sponsors in order to emigrate to Cana
da," the report said.
The CUIAS said that it plans to sign
the required sponsorship papers for the
families, but cautioned that "if the
caseload escalates numerically the
limits of our financial capabilites will
soon be reached."
According to the report, recent
changes made by Immigration Canada
concerning visitors and immigrants
from Poland have made it easier to get
people out of that country, but the
CUIAS said that sponsorship applica
tions should be submitted as soon as
possible to get within quota figures.

Although the CUIAS said that its last
financial campaign was a success,
raising over S54.000, it noted that the
amount "works out to roughly S300 of
aid per refugee." The campaign was
conducted by the national executive of
SUSK, the national Ukrainian-Cana
dian student's organization.
The report also said that CUIAS has
recently received urgent appeals from

The quota for government-sponsored
refugees from Poland is currently about
3,800, but the CUIAS said that recent
reports indicate that the government is
planning: to reduce this .figure. Under
government sponsorship, refugees -ex
penses are covered by the federal
government for one year.
The CUIAS said it expects similar
restrictions for privately sponsored

"Hunky ВІН"
wins lawsuit

N.J. Senate cites Ukrainian Helsinki Group

VANCOUVER - Canadian en
trepreneur William Konyk is breath
ing a little easier these days after a
British Columbia Human Rights
Branch ruled that the name of his
restaurant, "Hunky .Bill's" is legal,
even though it may be offensive.
The controversy surrounding the
name of the restaurant franchise
began two years ago, when a com
plaint was filed, charging that the
word "hunky" was an ethnic slur
against Slavs. The term is said to be a
derivative of "Hungarian," or "bohunk," a play on the combination of
Bohemian and Hungarian. The name
probably refers to the fact that many
early Slavic or Ukrainian immigrants
came from those regions.
In his ruling, Dermod Owen Flood
said that the name "Hunky Bill's
H ouse of Perogies" may be offensive,
but "there has been no discrimination
because Canada's 600,000-member
Ukrainian community was free to
patronize the restaurants."
Provincial government lawyers
were considering appealing the
judgement to the Supreme Court of
British Columbia.
Barbara Kaminsky, president of
the Ukrainian Canadian Professional
and Business Association, which
launched the test case, said the
decision was extremely disappoint
ing.
"It is disturbing in that it appears
to leave the door open for the pro
liferation of any ethnic or racial slur
or obscenity to be used for commercial
purpose," she said.
As to Mr. Konyk, he is reportedly
delighted with the decision, saying
that he is now ready to sell at least six
franchises in the United States and
Great Britain. Could say things for
him are, well, "hunky" dory.

TRENTON, N.J. - The New Jersey
State'Senate pass^d;'a УйбіШІЬп tiri"
-- M|nda'y?Novem;fceri:8,sasking Gov!
Thomas Kean to proclaim the following
day, Tuesday, November 9, as a day
honoring the Ukrainian Helsinki Group
on the sixth anniversary of its founding.
The New Jersey governor did not,
however,issue a proclamation.
Asked by The Weekly why the gover
nor did not do so, Paul Wolcott, deputy
press secretary to Mr. Kean, said: "My
guess is that we didn't get the request in
time."
Mr. Wolcott added that there could
be "no other reason whatsoever" for the
governor not issuing a proclamation
honoring the Ukrainian Helsinki
Group.
He said that the issuance of a pro
clamation "can't be done in a day or
two," and noted that "as a rule" the
governor's office should know four
"^Mcs before the desired date of is
suance about a request for a proclama
tion. He stressed that members of the
Legislature are aware of the time ele
ment involved.

Another topic raised in the report is
the plight of Ukrainian soldiers taken
prisoner by Afghan insurgents in their
war with the Soviets, many of whom are
said to have been tortured and then put
to death.
The report said that although several
of these prisoners have been released
through the efforts of the International
Red Cross and are now said to be in
Germany, many others remain at the
mercy of the Moslem insurgents.
"Serious consideration should be
given towards establishing contact with
both the International Red Cross and
the Afghan resistance to arrange for a
transfer of these prisoners," the report
said.
The report was also critical of the
Ukrainian community in this regard,
for what it characterized as its "inability
to react quickly to crisis situations." It
called the Ukrainian response in the West
"apathetic."
The CUlAS'also issued an appeal for
sponsors', ctr-sponso'r's'and persons
willing to provide accommodation for
refugees, urging those interested to
contact the organization at 120 Runnymeade Road, Toronto, Ont., M6S 2Y3.

being heard.,, tfor, Ne;w Jerseyans to join
the.^r^jdftpt іл. payijBgiinhute: to .the
'brave^men. and women of the Ukrainian
Helsinki Monitoring Group. Our state,
is ethnically diverse, with many people
of East European backgrounds who are
very concerned about repression in their
former homelands."
"At a time when the Kiev group and
others like it are being decimated by
arrest and deportation," he said, "it is
necessary to bring such injustices to
public attention now that the issue of
human rights is for some reason no
longer prominent in the media."

Sacramento honors
Helsinki monitors

SACRAMENTO, Calif. - Sacra
mento Mayor Phillip L. Isenberg
proclaimed November 9 Ukrainian
Helsinki Monitoring Group Day in this
capital city, thanks to the efforts of
members of the Ukrainian Heritage
Club of Northern California and Ameri
Other sources told The Weekly that cans for Human Rights in Ukraine.
the governor's staff should keep abreast
Members of both groups wrote to the
of all legislative developments, parti mayor asking him to "help us raise the
cularly those items already released out consciousness of the American public,
of legislative committees, and that there and develop a greater sensitivity about
apparently is a lack of communication the needs and concerns of the people of
within the executive branch.
Eastern Europe."
Very similar to the Congressional
Yuriy Oliynyk, a member of the
resolution recently presented to Presi Ukrainian Heritage Club of Northern
dent Ronald Reagan, the New Jersey ver California, also wrote to The Sacra
sion was introduced by State Sen. John mento Union informing the public that
Caufield, a consistent supporter of President Ronald Reagan proclaimed
Ukrainian causes acted upon in the state November 9 Ukrainian Helsinki Group
capital. Co-sponsoring the resolution Day on the sixth anniversary of the
were Sens. Joseph Hirkala and Law founding of the group. His letter, which
rence Weiss, also frequently allied with was published in the newspaper, called
Ukrainian initiatives.
for a peaceful rally which was held at
State Sen. Caufield introduced the 2:30 p.m. at the Soviet Consulate in San
resolution (SR27) on September 23. Francisco. It was held in protest of
"It would be appropriate" said State martial law in Poland and in support of
Sen. Caufield when his resolution was - the decolonization of the Soviet Union.
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Metropolitan Mstyslav grants audience Grigorenko comments on Andropov reign
N.Y. - Former Ukrai methods of suppression," and esta
to affiliated nationalist organizations nianALBANY,
political prisoner Petro Grigo blished a small army of agents around
the world.

SOUTH BOUND BROOK, N.J. Metropolitan Mstyslav of the Ukrai
nian Orthodox Church of the U.S.A.
met with representatives of the World
Coordinating Council of Ideologically
Affiliated Nationalist Organizations on
Saturday, October 16, here.
The delegation included the president
of the council, Pavlo Dorozynsky, and
members, Volodymyr Procyk, Dr.
Wolodymyr Mychajliw, Dr. Bohdan
Shebunchak and Dr. Peter Stercho.
The discussion centered on the current
situation in Ukraine as well as the
conflict between various Ukrainian
organizations in the diaspora. Today
the discord within the Ukrainian com
munity threatens the fourth World
Congress of Free Ukrainians, which will
take place in 1983, the members of the
delegation said.
The hierarch said that his Church is
concerned with both the situation in
Ukraine and with the Ukrainian com
munity here. Welcoming the appeal of
the hierarchs of the Ukrainian Catholic
Church, Metropolitan Mstyslav said
that the Orthodox clergy should also

contribute toward erasing the existing
conflict between Ukrainian or
ganizations, because there is strength in
unity.
The representatives assured the me
tropolitan that their organization has
always worked toward Ukrainian na
tionalist solidarity and cooperation
with Ukrainian organizations that did
not try to dominate the Ukrainian
community.
When discussing the existing conflict
in the United States, the members of the
delegation underlined the fact that the
Organization for the Rebirth of Ukraine
and affiliated organizations did not
compete at the 13th UCCA Congress
for any additional positions - they
wanted to see fairness for other pro
minent organizations.
After the congress, they presented
proposals to the Committee for Law
and Order in the UCCA in an attempt to
help settle any existing conflict. How
ever, for a compromise to be reached,
there must be good will on both sides,
they said.

Losten heads bishops'conference

m

Bishop Basil Losten

STAMFORD, Conn. - Ukrainian
Catholic Bishop Basil H. Losten of
Stamford, Conn., has been elected
chairman of the Catholic Bishops
Conference of Region I, which com
prises the six states of New England.
Bishop Losten was unanimously
elected to the one-year term by Cardinal
Hurrjbertp, Medeiros. of Boston^ .Archfeisffop' Tohh( Whealan^oT Hartford,
Conh.'a aftcM Неї Й.',Qflierr members at;a
Conference caucus on November 18,
during the meeting of the National
Conference of Catholic Bishops in
Washington.
As chairman, Bishop Losten is
responsible for calling meetings and for
the day-to-day matters pertaining to the
interdiocesan affairs of the region.
.jBishop Losten/has Ьеепл member
of Чиє " Region" l" Conference for
five years and. was admitted to the New
York State Conference of Bishops
earlier this year.

Pittsburgh society awards scholarships
In addition to its regular scholarship
PITTSBURGH - The Ukrainian
Technological Society (UTS) of Pitts awards, which are usually made in the
burgh has just completed a decade of fall, the society has awarded special
scholarship awards to students of scholarships to students enrolling in the
Ukrainian descent in the tri-state - Ukrainian language courses at the
western Pennsylvania, eastern Ohio, University of Pittsburgh and to students
northern Virginia - area.
attending the Harvard University UThe UTS is an association of Ukrai krainian Summer Program.
nian professionals currently headed by
By all accounts, the society's scholar
N.C. Kotow.
ship program has been a success. Many
During the 10 years of its existence, of the early awardees have now finished
the program has awarded 96 scholar their studies and have taken up positions
of leadership and service in Ukrainian
ships for the amount of 529,050.
In 1982, the UTS awarded 53,200 churches, and financial, cultural and
worth of scholarships to 10 students. fraternal organizations. The scholarship program began in 1973
The society sponsors annual scholar
with four awards totaling SI,000. The ship dinners and scholarship concerts to
highest amount awarded to date was raise funds. Also, mail-in donations,
S4,100 for 13 scholarships. ... ^ , . . which are tax-deductible, .are accepted
The society's scholarship program is at any time of the year. The society asks
founded on the belief and conviction, individual donors to inquire whether
that the Ukrainian American corrmiu- their, employers have a matchirig-gi'ft
nity will be strengtheriea" aind-will grow program, the society is also eligible to
if its youths are encouraged to pursue receive grants to the scholarship fund
college-level studies leading/to pro from private and public foundations.
fessional degrees; Qualified applica
Information about the UTS scholar
tions are evaluated on the basis of ship program or donations to the
financial need, academic performance, scholarship fund should be addressed to
and leadership and participation in UTS Scholarship Committee, P.O. Box
Ukrainian activities.
,.ri-. ,, 427^,. Pittsburgh, Pa. 15203^,.. ......, .

renko, in town to address students at the
State University of Albany on Novem
ber 16, said that new Soviet leader Yuri
Andropov would most likely continue
the harsh crackdown against dissent, a
campaign he directed as head of the
KGB.
"Brezhnev was suppressing the people
through Andropov," Gen. Grigorenko
told the Times-Union, an area news
paper. "And now Andropov will do it
himself."
A former Soviet Army general, de
corated war hero, military scientist and
lecturer at the Frunze Military Aca
demy, Gen. Grigorenko was incarce
rated in a psychiatric hospital for
opposing Nikita Khrushchev in the
early 1960s. After his release, he became
involved in the human-rights movement
and was one of the founders in 1976 of
the Moscow and Kiev Helsinki groups
set up to monitor Soviet compliance
with the 1975 Helsinki Accords.
In 1977, while in the United States for
medical treatment. Gen. Grigorenko
was stripped of his Soviet citizenship
and was barred from re-entering the
USSR.
Gen. Grigorenko's lecture on the
human-rights movement in the Soviet
Union was sponsored by the university
and Americans for Human Rights in
Ukraine, a citizen's action group.
Speaking through translators Michael
and Alia Heretz.and Walter Litynsky, a
local AHRU activist, Gen. Grigorenko
told the Times Union: "Andropov was
the hands of Brezhnev. He's a specialist
in suppressing people."
He added that under Mr. Andropov's
leadership, the KGB invented "new

Gen. Grigorenko's wife, Zinaida, 73,
said that she knew the Andropov
family, noting that he will likely "act as
a liberal now to make an impression on
the West."
Both Gen. Grigorenko and his wife
said that the Soviet Union is not living
up to the human-rights provisions of the
Helsinki Accords, which it signed along
with 34 other states, including the
United States.
"If the Helsinki accord had been kept,
Solidarity would not have been liqui
dated (in Poland)," said Mrs. Grigo
renko, referring to the suppression of
the free trade union under martial law.

AHRU branch
founded in Albany
ALBANY, N.Y. - A branch of
Americans for Human Rights in Ukraine has been established here in the
Albany area, and the first slate of
officers has been elected.
Heading the Capital District chapter
are: Walter Litynsky of Troy, presi
dent; Natalka Kushnir of Watervliet,
secretary; and Michael Heretz of Al
bany, treasurer.
The auditing committee is composed
of Ihor Korhun of Latham, chairman;
and Roman Maselko of Watervliet,
member.
For further information about the
Capital District branch of AHRU
contact Mr. Litynsky by calling (518)
283-4876 (evenings) or by writing to
RD 5, Box 6, Troy, N,Y. 12180.

D.C. commemorates UPA anniversary
by Vasyl Khotarnyk
WASHINGTON - The Ukrainian
community of Washington on Novem
ber 20 observed the 40th anniversary of
the formation of Ukrainian Insurgent
Army, better known by its Ukrainian
acronym as the UPA.
The event, organized by the Ukrai
nian Association of Washington, coincidentally occurred on the day one of
UPA's commanders, Col. George Lopatynsky, was buried in South Bound
Brook, N.J.
Stepan Procyk, who 40 years ago as a
member of the Organization of Ukrai
nian Nationalists would have been one
of those who formed the nucleus of the
Insurgent Army, delivered the main
address. Mr. Procyk was prevented

from joining the UPA by the Nazi
security organs that put him through
their infamous "graduate schools" such
as Auschwitz. He still has a crudely
tattooed "diploma" from those days oh
his forearm.
In his address, Mr. Procyk read brief
excerpts from three memoirs by UPA
veterans illustrating both the successes
and hardships of this liberation struggle
against two superpowers of the day Nazi Germany and the Soviet Union. He
then drew a comparison between Ame
rican GI's in Vietnam, who by and large
did not know what they were doing in
that distant land, and the soldiers of the
UPA, all of whom knew exactly what
they were fighting for — liberation of
Ukraine from occupation forces invad(Condnaed on ptft It)

Manor hosts area student clubs
JENKINTOWN, Pa. - The Ukrai
nian Cultural Club at Manor Junior
College hosted a reception on Friday,
November 12, for local Ukrainian dub
moderators and officers. Present at the
meeting were: Dr. Volodimir Bandera
and the officers from the Temple University.Ukrainian Club; Christine Izak,'
Roman Dubenko and the officers of the
Manor Ukrainian Cultural Club; and
the. officers of the LaSalle College
Ukrainian Club
-f.-- v . ..,. v-- Ф,
Following some very informal con
versations the participants presented
the current status of the various clubs
and made the following concrete propo
sals; -..
-K -;. -;,.
1. To have a follow-up evening of this
nature which would also include the
moderators and officers of other area
-VkjWm9,cjBhs,SMch as. those at Penn,
Лі!8агйПлЧ

Drexel, Villanova and others.
2. To have a central clearing point
which would have every local college's
and university's academic calendar, and
which would thus be able to suggest
mutually convenient dates for socials,
dances and get-togethers.
Manor Junior College volunteered to
serve as just such a clearing, house.
Officers of area Ukrainian clubs should
send copies of their school's academic
calendar, list of officers and modera
tors' names and phone numbers, and
other information about their club to:
Manor Junior College, Fox'Chase
Manor, Jenkintown, Pa. 19046Mttention: Ukrainian Heritage Studies Cen
ter.
For further information contact Mrs.
Izak or Mr. Dubenko at 885-2360, ext.
15., „ Л 4 , ( ^..... ,
.. : - . ,
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UNA district committees meet
Newark
NEWARK, N.J. - The Newark
UNA District Committee held its or
ganizing meeting here at the Ukrainian
National Home in Irvington on Sun
day, October 3. The district encom
passes 21 branches and over 2,700
members.
The meeting was chaired by the
district chairman, Julian Baraniuk, who
introduced Supreme Organizer Stefan
Hawrysz, Supreme Auditor Nestor
Olesnycky, Supreme Advisor Andrew
Keybida and Senior Field Organizer
Wasyl Orichowsky. Roman Lapychak
served as secretary at the meeting.
Mr. Baraniuk opened the meeting by
welcoming the two new Supreme As
sembly members, Messrs. Olesnycky
and Keybida, and by reporting on UNA
Day which took place on August 28 in
South Bound Brook, N.J. He also
spoke about the district's organizing
work.
Mr. Hawrysz gave an overview of the
state of the UNA and placed emphasis
on the organizing and financial depart
ments. He said that the UNA has
suffered membership decreases in the
last nine months and mentioned that
convention delegates must also do
organizing work.
Mr. Hawrysz said that 51,200 of the
annual scholarships was awarded to
Newark district students.
Mr. Olesnycky thanked everyone
who had voted for him at the conven
tion and presented some of his ideas for
the improvement of the UNA. He
suggested the UNA modernize Its operations-by purchasing compntersr-He assured the members present" ;at- the
meeting that he would do his best for the
UNA, mainly organizing new members.

attendance was Stefan Hawrysz, UNA
supreme organizer. Hryhoriy Kobiak
acted as secretary.
In his openining remarks, Mr. Tatarsky praised the UNA'S long-time com
mitment to the Ukrainian community,
noting that the organization has ear
marked SI50,000 to community en
deavors and UNA scholarships.
He also commended the UNA's
resort, Soyuzivka, noting that Stefania
Fedyk, secretary of UNA Branch 292,
has already organized two excursions to
the Catskill estate for UNA seniors
from the Detroit area.
In organizing matters, Mr. Tatarsky
said that the Detroit district had en
rolled 83 new members, or 40 percent of
its 1982 quota. He said that the district
must mobilize all its energies and
resources to bring the total up to 120
before the year is out.
In his report, Mr. Hawrysz provided
an update on a variety of UNA topics.
He noted that the UNA Building in
Jersey City has provided a net income of
SI85,000 over the last year, and that the
Soyuzivka budget was balanced.
The subsidy for Svoboda, the UNA's
Ukrainian-language newspaper, is
5390,000, he said, adding that UNA
assets are fast approaching 547 million.

The organizing effort for the year has
been slow, he said, noting that as of the
end of September, the UNA has enrolled
1,397 new members, far short of the
number needed to offset losses due to
death, cancellation of policies or policy
cash-surrenders.
A discussion period followed the
reports. Among the topics covered were
" the economic situation in Detroit and
its effect on organizing efforts; ffifc
impact of unemployment, particularly
among the young; the lack of qualified
Supreme Advisor Keybida also organizers, and other related matters.
Wasyl Papiz, alluding to the Ukraithanked the delegates who voted for
(Continoed on page 11)
him and spoke about'various ways to
organize new members.
Senior Field Organizer Orichowsky
reported on the number of new mem
bers organized: Mr. Olesnycky, 20
members; Olha Oseredchuk, secretary'
WILLIM ANTIC, Gonn. - A sedre
of Branch 37, 14 members; and Sophia tarial/organizing course was held here
Orichowsky, Branch 340, 11 riew.mem- for three UNA districts — New Haven,
bers.
Conn., Boston and Woonsocket, R.I.
Other'secretaries organized less than - on Saturday, November 6, at the
10 new members. However, there are Ukrainian National Home. Thirty-five
seven secretaries ,who have not or-. persons participated. - - ''
ganized a single member this year, he
The course was officially opened by
said.
.
Mr. Oriqhowsky also, informed all
present at the meeting about the p 0 j n t
system (fori enrolling new members)
which the Supreme Organizer announc
ed on October 1 and which should
encourage organizing activity., і
After the speeches, there was a
discussion which covered such topics as
the building of a home for senior
citizens, the increase in the Svoboda
subscription rate as of January 1, the
enrollment of new members and co
operation between ,districts and the
Supreme Executive members.
The meeting ended with Mr. Bara
niuk appealing to all present to systema
tically organize new members in order
to reach the 1,000 new members quota"
by the end of the year.
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7983 UNA Almanac ready
JERSEY CITY, N.J. - The 1983
Ukrainian National Association
Almanac will soon be available to the
public, according to the Svoboda
Press offices.
This year's almanac concentrates
on the 50th anniversary of the artifi
cial famine in Ukraine, in which
millions of Ukrainians perished.
Articles on this Ukrainian holocaust
will appear in both the Ukrainian
and English languages. Dr. James
Mace's 30-page article, "The ManMade Famine in Soviet Ukraine:
What Happended and Why" (in
English) is included in this section.
Also included will be articles on
the persecution of the Ukrainian
intelligentsia by the Cheka, GPU,
NKVD and MVD.
The 90th anniversary of the Svo
boda Ukrainian-language daily will
be marked in 1983, and articles by

Antin Dragan on "The Crusading
Newspaper" (in Ukrainian) and by
Dr. Myron Kuropas on "Svoboda
and the 'Making' of the Ukrainian
American, 1893-1914" fin English)
will grace the pages of a special
anniversary section.
The remaining two sections of the
almanac will have general
interest articles about the Ukrainian
community in the diaspora, interest
ing historical facts about Ukraine,
articles on Ukrainian history, Ukrai
nian Churches, culture arid litera
ture. Poetry and short stories will
also be included in the almanac.
The 1983 Almanac is available for
58 to all UNA members, Svoboda
and The Ukrainian Weekly sub
scribers, as well as all interested
readers by sending a check to Svo
boda Press, 30 Montgomery St.
Jersey City, N.J. 07302.

Organizing Department reports on membership
Christine Fuga Gerbehy secretary of
JERSEY CITY, N.J. - The Or
ganizing Department of the Ukrainian Branch 269, organized three new mem
National Association recently reported bers fpr 511,000; Andriy Maryniuk,
that the ;iyQv^bj^\6rgaj!izing'iaift-. ':: ACjttaty qfvBraacjr Й8, ffvitUembeis
for 510,000. Other secretaries who have
paign is in full swing.
As of November 22, the UNA main recruited members for 510,000 of in
office reported that it has received 130 surance include John Petruncio of
new applications for over 5.25 million Branch 78 (seven members), Taras
of insurance. The goal of the member Slevinsky of Branch 59 (four members)
and Ivan Hewryk of Branch 455 (two
ship campaign is 400 members.
members).
Roman Tatarsky, secretary of Branch
The UNA rewards its organizers
94 in Detroit, organized nine new based on a point system instituted on
members in November for 530,000 of Qctobejv J; those who enroll the most
insurance; 'Insurance for 5 ір.иЧІО 6r, n? w members become eligible for speciai
more' was! sold by rt\fc fo)ioynng: Alex, bjftn^r^Teraid UN/A-^rgariSeW^S
Blahitka, avmember of UNA' Branch enrolling new members, the Supreme
171, enrolled three members for S41.000; Executive Committee enacted a special
John Chopko, secretary of Branch 271, offer (effective through December 31)
six members for 518,000; John Hawry- that enables UNA members under age
luk, secretary of Branch 360, six 65 to double their, life insurance with
members for 512,000.
out an additional medical exam.

Secretarial/organizing с о и щ е t v e l ^ G p r y r ^ c t j ^
Dr. Michael Snihurowycz, chairman of
the New Haven District Committee,
who greeted all the participants and the
lecturers, Supreme Secretary Walter
Sochan and Supreme Organizer Stefan
Hawrysz. v , j ' Thefirstpresentation on "The impor
tance of a course for secretaries and

o r g t n i z ^ " was delivefed^o^fe-j,
Hawrysz; Mr. Sochan then gave two
lectures, "The basics of life insurance"
and "The UNA's insurance programs,"
and spoke about the duties of branch
secretaries. Mr. Hawrysz concluded the
iecture portion of the course with a talk
(Continued on page 15)

Detroit
DETROIT - Delegates from seven
UNA Branches took part in the organiz
ing meeting of the Detroit UNA Dis
trict Committee held here at the Ukrai
nian National Home on October 2.
The meeting was opened by District
Chairman Roman Tatarsky. Also in

Participants of the secretarial/organizing course held in Willimantic.
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News and views

ramian Weetly
Rain of death
A hideous aspect of most wars is that they are proving grounds for
an assortment of new killing machines, the ultimate test of a weapon's
effectiveness in the field. The recent Lebanon conflict, for example,
gave American military specialists a chance to see how U.S.-made
weapons would fare against Soviet hardware used by the PLOand the
Syrians, while the Falklands crisis proved the deadly effectiveness of
the Sidewinder missile. World War II provided an opportunity for the
United States to use nuclear weapons on two Japanese cities. But it
was World War I that saw the introduction of perhaps the most sinister
weapons of all — poison gas and biological weapons.
Horrified by the prospect of the widespread use of these toxic
weapons, the Geneva Protocol of 1925 prohibited the use of
asphyxiating, poisonous or other gases and of biological methods of
warfare. Because the treaty only banned the use of chemical weapons
and not their possession, the 1972 Biological Weapons Convention
prohibited the manufacture and storage of such weapons. It also called
for the destruction of all existing stockpiles by 1975. The ban was
signed by both the Soviet Union and the United States, which under
President Richard Nixon began a much-publicized drive to destroy its
stockpiles, mainly by burying the weapons far out at sea.
But what of the Soviet Union? According to a recent State
Department report submitted to Congress and the United Nations, the
Soviet Union has been using chemical weapons against insurgents in
Afghanistan, while its Vietnamese allies have used these weapons
against the Montagnard tribesmen in Laos and Cambodia.
Intelligence reports indicate that some 3,000 Afghan civilians died
horribly after being exposed to mycotoxins, commonly known as
"yellow, rafn." Mpj^t died of massive internal hemorrhaging, choking
on'thefr own y o o d . Their sjcin decomposed-as-tprickTy as One ter thrtee
J
"hours after-death. "" .; .--- -- і'-Ч - ----- tf! -' -'-.r. v ..v,,,- ; ,.
The State Department report was based on interviews with
survivors of the attacks and on laboratory analyses of their blood and
urine samples, autopsies of several victims, captured contaminated
Soviet gas masks, and accounts by defectors and medical personnel in
refugee camps.
Although the new report is certainly shocking, there has long been
other evidence to indicate Jthat the Soviets have openly ignored the
chemical weapons treaties. In 1980, for example, eyewitness accounts
from trie Soviet Union told of a lethal explosion at a germ-warfare
facility in Sverdlovsk which resulted in the deaths of some 1,000
civilians and military personnel. The Soviets blamed the deaths on an
outbreak of anthrax, a disease which primarily affects livestock.
What all this demonstrates, besides the Kremlin's bestial disregard
for human suffering, is the treachery which forms the rudiment of
Soviet diplomatic efforts, particularly in the area of arms limitation.
Secretary of State George Shultz said it best when he asked: "If such
basic elements of human rights can be so fundamentally ignored, how
can we believe and pledges to respect human rights?" Or, for that
matter, any pledges to reduce nuclear weapons or SS-20 missies in
Europe..
Since 1969, the United States has unilaterally not manufactured-any
chemical weapons. For their part, the Soviets have clamored forarms
negotiations, launched a peace offensive which included whole
hearted support of the disarmament movement in the West, and have
made sweeping verbal overtures for a nuclear-freeze. But all the while,
they have been manufacturing and using some of the most horrific
weapons devised by man against innocent men, women and children in
their brutal war of occupation.
Given all this, it is easy to see why any hope for a concrete bilateral
arms agreement appears remote. Both in a literal and figurative sense,
the Soviets have poisoned the atmosphere for such talks, a fact that all
the Kremlin's peace propaganda and conciliatory cooings cannot
change. As long as the "yellow rain" of death continues to shower
down on the Afghan freedom-fighters, the prospects for serious
bilateral work are dim. Clearly, there is little point in bilateral
discussions in the face of what Secretary of State Shultz called the
Kremlin's "cynical disregard for international law" evinced by the
atrocities being committed in Afghanistan and Southeast Asia.

VOA and RFE/RL sorely need
Senate vote on financial boost
by Kateryna Chumachenko
During the special session of Con
gress, which began November 29 and
will last three weeks at most, the House
and Senate will vote on a budget
amendment to the fiscal year 1983
budgets for the Board of International
Broadcasting (BIB) and the U.S. Infor
mation Agency (USIA). These two
agencies would then grant S21.3 million
for Radio Free Europe/Radio Liberty
and S22.7 million for the Voice of
America. The total of S44 million is in
both cases needed chiefly for technical
modernization and program improve
ment.
As the official broadcasting arm of
the U.S. government, the VOA is
charged with three tasks: to serve as an
objective source of news; to present
official U.S. policy; and to portray
American society in its varied forms.
The VOA has for many years been an
integral part of the larger U.S. Infor
mation Agency. Its director is Kenneth
Tomlinson, a former editor with Reader's
Digest, and it is headquartered in
Washington. The VOA broadcasts in 39
languages with 17 in Soviet/East Euro
pean languages, most of which the
regimes of the target countries have
tried to jam intermittently. The Ukrai
nian section is presently headed by
Oksana Dragan Krawciw.
RFE/RL's prime purpose is to in
form the peoples in the Soviet bloc
about conditions in their own countries.
The writings of dissidents are broad- easti^aS areanBlyses-ofdfevelopments in
the target countries and accurate his
torical accountings. RFE/RL's formal
status is that of a private corporation,
giving it more latitude in broadcast
content. Frank Shakespeare, director of
the USIA during Richard Nixon's first
term, has been BIB chairman since late
last year. Former New York Sen. James
Buckley was recently appointed presi
dent of RFE/ RL. The Soviet Union has
consistently tried to jam all RL broad
casts.
Through these two broadcasting
services, people in the Soviet Union and
Eastern Europe, and, for our purposes,
especially Ukraine, are able to learn
about American goals and lifestyles, the
facts about international events, as well
as about the dissident movement in
their own country. Itis very important
that Ukrainians express support to
Congress for the S44 million increase to
the budgets of RFE/RL and VOA.
The House and Senate appropria
tions committees and subcommittees
will play the crucial role, though the

Senate Foreign Relations Committee
may choose to hold hearings on the
budget amendment with Messrs.
Shakespeare, Buckley, Tomlinson and
Charles Wick, head of the USIA, as
witnesses. If all goes well in both House
and Senate appropriations subcommit
tees and then the full appropriations
committee, the full House and Senate
will vote on it. If final action is not
completed in the special session, the
entire process would have to start all
over next year and could take a long
time. Substantive improvements are
needed as soon as possible.
It would be in the interest of all
Ukrainian Americans to write letters to
their senators and representatives about
this issue, especially chairmen and
ranking minority members of the appro
priations committees and subcommit
tees: Sens. Mark Hatfield (Ore.) William
Proxmire (Wise), Lowell Weicker
(Conn.), Ernest Hollings (S.C.), Charles
Percy (111.), Claiborne Pell (R.l.) and
Howard Baker (Tenn.), and Reps. Neal
Smith (Iowa), George O'Brien (111.),
Jamie Whitten (Miss.) and Silvio Conte
(Mass.).
The letters or telegrams should ex
press the following points:
о You strongly support the S44
million budget amendment for RFE/ RL
and VOA.
о The radios have for many years
suffered from neglect and the requested
money is urgently needed for technical
modernization and programming im
provements.
о Both are still using antiquated
equipment and many of their trans
mitters require maintenance and their
programming needs to be enhanced.
о The United States has for
too long ignored the value
of the VOA and RFE/RL as
important foreign-policy tools. These
stations play a major role in breaking
the monopoly of information held by
governments in many countries, making
it harder for people to be manipulated.
' You would welcome a response and
information on the progress of this
legislation.
The Reagan administration sees this
as the most fundamental and important
beginning in what will become a steady
expansion of the capabilities of these
two radios. It is only through this initial,
dramatic impact that future improve
ments can be made. Thus, this is not a
routine budget amendment, but rather
the first step in what will be an active
campaign to increase funding for these
information instruments.

Please mail any responses received to:
Kateryna Chumachenko is director Kateryna Chumachenko, UNIS/UCCA
of the Ukrainian National Information 810 18th St. N.W., Suite501, Washing
ton, DC. 20006.
Service in Washington.

Letter to the editor

Praise for Media Action Workshop
Dear Editor:
In the past year, a series of four
youth conferences, bringing together
diverse grourxs of young Ukrainian
Americans, was held at Soyuzivka. The
most recent one, held November 13-14,
was a workshop that focused on in
accuracies about Ukraine and Ukrai
nians which can be found in the Library
of Congress and the Census Bureau,
and ways of addressing and correcting
those inaccuracies.
Each conference was successful in its
own. particular way. usually accom

plishing much more than its stated goal.
Numerous dialogues, that under normal
circumstances would never have taken
place, were initiated.
Sincere thanks and acknowledge
ment go to the UNA for sponsoring
such conferences, to Marta Korduba
for her outstanding efforts in coordi
nating each venture, and to the staff at
Soyuzivka for their gracious hospita
lity each time.
Natalia Pawlenko
New York
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The study of Ukrainian history in U.S.: perceptions and misconceptions
by John S. Reshetar Jr.
Part II
This brings us to the second major
misconception — that of a clear and
progressive transfer of centers from
Kiev to Vladimi.-on-the-Kliazma to
Moscow (1326-28) to St. Petersburg
(1703) and back to Moscow (1918). The
scheme is based on the questionable
assumption of a direct continuity from
Kievan Rus' to the Muscovite State (via
the Vladimir-Suzdal Principality) to the
Russian Empire and, of course, to the
Soviet Union as the successor to the
empire.
This scheme, criticized by the Ukrai
nian historian Prof. Mykhailo Hrushevsky in 1904 and subsequently,
actually obscures the real origins of the
Russian people by appropriating the
Kievan period and ignoring the circum
stances and conditions in which the
Russian people emerged in the Vladi
mir-Suzdal-Muscovy region.3 These
two entities, Kiev and Vladimir, were
very different despite the fact that the
ancestors of the Russians, the tribe of
Viatichi, received Christianity from
Kievan missionaries. It should be noted
that the Kievan missionaries sent to the
pagan Viatichi (the sainted martyrs
Kuksha and Nikon) were beheaded by
the Viatichi in II ІЗ.4
Thus, Russian historians, by claiming
the Kievan Rus', have for the most part
ignored the real beginnings of the
Russian people which lie in the inter
actions of such tribes as the Viatichi
with their Finno-Ugrian neighbors and
with the Tatars. ІШа - - гіюЧ '
The evidence for the "transfer of
centers theory is very flimsy at best and
is based mostly on the fact that the
metropolitan (archbishop) of Kiev,
Maxim (who was a Greek and not a
native of Ukraine), fled from Kiev and
decided to seek refuge in Vladimir in
1299 in the aftermath of the MongolTatar invasion and the ruination of
Kiev in 1240. Yet the Kiev Metropolitanate was restored in the middle of the
14th century, and Ukraine subsequently
had its own de facto autocephalous Or
thodox Church — which fact nullifies
the notion of a transfer of the ecclesiasti
cal center of Muscovy.
The Orthodox Church in Ukraine did
not come under Muscovite control until
1685. However, the fact that VladimirSuzdal and Muscovy (after 1300) had
their own metropolitanate which claim
ed to be "of all Rus'" (although by then
the title had little meaning because of
the fragmented nature of Rus") and
subsequently rulers of the Muscovite
State could claim political primacy in
the name "of all Rus'."
The "transfer of centers" theory is
relatively recent, historically speaking,
as is Russian national historiography. It
developed in conjunction with the
emergence of a Russian national con
sciousness, beginning in the 18th cen
tury, and as a result of the political
requirements of the Russian Empire
and the imperial political system that
began with Peter I. Indeed, foreigners
were hired (the Germans Gerhard
Friedrich Muller, Gottlieb Bayer and
August Ludwrg von Schlozer) to pre
pare an archival base for the historical
pedigree that the new empire needed in
order to sustain its many claims.3
Thus the "transfer of centers" theory
and the appropriation of Kievan Rus'
must be understood in terms of imperial
claims and the efforts beginning with
Peter I, to eliminate the Ukrainian
language and to submerge the Ukrai

In Russian historiography — which Cossack phenomenon arose as a result
nians or so-called "Little Russians" in
the imperial stream of history and to has dominated the teaching of East of the need to protect the southern and
give that stream the character of histori European history in the United States eastern frontiers of the Muscovite State
cal inevitability, necessity and imperial — these centuries of separate existence and the southeastern frontier of the
destiny. By claiming the history and of the Ukrainian and Russian peoples Polish-Lithuanian State against raids
heritage of Kiev in Russian Empire receive little or no attention. In Russian conducted by nomadic peoples of the
could also reinforce its claim to southern historiography Ukrainians merit frontier areas. Thus the Cossack move
(limited) attention only after the Eastern ment or phenomenon was not uniquely
expansion.
Significantly, an alternative transfer Ukrainians enter into a relationship Russian — as the misconception has it
of centers theory could have been with the Muscovite State (a quasipro- - but was common to both the Mus
developed by using Novgorod ("Great tectorate or alliance) with the conclu covite and Polish-Lithuanian States.
Lord Novgorod") as Muscovy's pre- sion of the Pereyaslav Treaty in 1654.
Another misconception is that of the
Thus Ukrainian history, in the Rus homogeneity of the Cossacks.1 Actually
dessor and dating the transfer in the
15th century with Muscovy's subjuga sian version, is first truncated and then there were important differences. Thus
tion of Novgorod by Ivan III in 1478. submerged in so-called "Russian his the Don, Terek, Yaik (Ural), Siberian
Novgorod had important achievements tory" by means of фе claim to Kievan and Orenburg Cossacks can be asso
and in many ways was an early rival of Rus' and the transfer of centers theory. ciated with the Russians. However, the
Kiev and had commercial ties with the In serving the needs of the imperial Zaporozhian Kozaks of the Dnieper
German Hanseatic cities. However, a system, "Russian history" selectively River were Ukrainians and had a
transfer of centers theory based on absorbed and distorted the histories of distinctive society; the Kuban Kozaks
Novgorod would have been less useful the two other East Slavic peoples - the were also Ukrainians and an offshoot of
to Muscovy in building an imperial Ukrainians and Byelorussians.7
the Zaporozhian Kozaks.
political system.
A fourth misconception results from
The Zaporozhian Kozaks launched a
Thus the transfer of centers theory the controversy over the name Ukraine rebellion against Polish rule in 1648
can be said to represent a misconcep ("Ukraine") itself and the application of under the leadership of their Hetman
tion in terms of the historical evidence the article of the name in English. The Bohdan Khmelnytsky and were joined
on which it is based, but it was well- name "Ukraina" is first encountered in by the Ukrainian peasantry. In an effort
conceived as a quasilegitimizing device. the chronicle, "The Tale of Bygone to protect its (newly acquired) indepen
It is revealing that out of a murky past; Years," in an entry for the year 1187. dence, the Ukrainian Kozak Stite
Russian nationalist historiography has Ety mo logically, the name is probably concluded the-'controversial Pereyaslav
insisted that Russia's history should related to the terms "krai" (territory) Treaty (1654) with the Muscovite State
commence with Kiev on what is ethni and "kraina" (country). In its original which the Ukrainians regarded as
cally Ukrainian territory and not with usage it had the meaning of "border establishing an alliance or quasi-protecNovgorod on what is ethnically Russian.. land" .and was used to refer to the torate while the Russians are said to
territory.
Уг eastficaJnorder aretfof RRfvaiHtus' thaU have regarded it as an act of submission
A third misconception deals with the was contiguous with the territories of to the tsar.
question: when does Ukrainian history the Polovestsians and, later, the Tatars.
Over a period of more than a century,
commence? Russian historiography, By the 17th century, as is very clear from the autonomy of the Ukrainian Kozak
having appropriated the Kievan period і maps of the period, the term4is used to State (that was recognized in the treaty)
denies to Ukrainians - any distinctive^ ftffiXzte CtJHrjM. tHt-raine-as -a'country^ waV Violated' ЙЙ /gradually reducfd.
history based on the record of events' approximately In "th"^'sense that. we. The destniction'ftf iTT^ttftne' йрогоoccurring on Ukrainian territory prior know it today.
zhian Sich (fortress) on the Dnieper
However, confusion and distortion
to the 14th and 15th centuries. Instead,
(Continued on pap If)
Russian historians insist on an artificial resulted from efforts by Polish and
construct, a supposedly common "Old Russian "interpreters" to define Ukraine
3. Mykhailo Hrushevsky, The Tradi
Russian nationality" that is said to have as the frontier territory or borderland of tional Scheme of 'Russian' History and the
existed from the ninth to the 13th Poland or Russia. The confusion was Problem of a Rational Organization of the
centuries and from which the Russian, deliberate and related to political 'History of the Eastern Slavs," Annals of the
Ukrainian and Byelorussian nationali purposes so as to associate the name Ukrainian Academy of Arts and Sciences in
ties are said to have emerged. Here one "Ukraina" with the Russian term the U.S., Vol. II, No. 4, winter. 1952,jpp.
can ask: why should there be an "Old "okraina" whichі has thq meaning of 355-64.; 7 ' ',
.'. ,;. „' ''.' l
Russian nationality" and not an Eastern "peripheiry."The purpose of such a play
4. Meirbpolitah ite'rioY^ "Uk'rainika
on words was to create the impression patrolohiya" (Winnipeg, Manitoba: "Nasha
Slavic nationality?
This Russian-imposed (misconcep that Ukraine is nothing more than a kultura," 1965) pp. 77and84. See also G.P.
op. cit., pp. 151 and 343.
tion is, of course, related to the "transfer periphery of Muscovy or Russia, a Fedotov,
5. See Hans Rogger, "National Conscious
of centers" theory and is designed to province of Russia, although even a ness in 18th Century Russia" (Cambridge,
reinforce it. Yet it is equally (or even cursory examination of Ukrainian Mass.: Harvard University Press, I960)
more) plausible to posit a different historical development casts doubt on especially chapter 5, "The Uses of History."
transfer of centers — from Kiev to the that contention.
6. See Omeljan Pritsak and John S.
The. effort to reduce or demean the Reshetar Jr., "The Ukraine and the Dia
Galician-Volynian State of Western
Ukraine which was not overwhelmed by meaning of Ukraine to that of mere lectics of Nation-Building," Slavic Review,
the Mongol-Tatar conquest Although "borderland" (in contemporary usage) Vol. XXII, No. 2, June 1963, pp. 234-43.
7. Russian historiography, as Hrushevsky
the Galician-Volynian State was later has been related to the use of the article
incorporated into the multi-ethnic in relationship to it - the Ukraine. pointed out in 1904, concentrated on the
history
of the Russian state rather than on
Polish-Lithuanian State, its persistence Those who reject the use of the article
Russian people. Hrushevsky noted that
as a viable political entity during the also reject the "borderland" concept. the
"the Ukrainian-Rus' nationality has lived
13th century can be said to challenge the Those who stubbornly cling to the use for centuries without a national state and
Russian version of the "transfer of of the article probably also, for the most has come under the influence of various
center." Yet the transfer to Galicia and part, retain the archaic borderland organized states. These influences on its
Volynia provides evidence for'the definition. The implication in its use is national life should be noted; but the
persistence of a Ukrainian political that Ukraine cannot stand alone, that it political factor in the course of centuries of
tradition and in opposition to the pre must be part of some larger entity in the statelessness must inevitably play a less
emption of the Ukrainian future by same way that one would employ the important role than the economic, cultural
article in connection with the Piedmont. and national factors." Hrushevsky, op. cit.,
Muscovy.
.'.I
p. 361. See Stephen M. Horak, "PeriodizaThe fact that Ukrainian identity The use of the article with respect to tion and Terminology of the History of
survived from the time of the collapse of Ukraine arose in English (because the Eastern Slavs: Observations and Analyses,"
the Kievan Rus' to the 17th century article is no.t used in Slavic languages) as Slavic Review, Vol. XXXI, No. 4, Decem
indicates that there is a Ukrainian .a result of mistranslation and it has ber 1972, pp. 853-62.
history that antedates by five or more undoubtedly contributed to the misper8. This misconception can be found in
centuries that starting point accorded to ception of Ukraine because of what is Arnold Toynbee's "A Study of History"and
in Philip Longworth, The Cossacks" (New
Ukrainian history in Russian (and often implied in its use.
official Soviet) historiography. It is an
A fifth misconception relates to the York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1970).
incontrovertible historical fact that the Kozak period of Ukrainian history and See the review essay by Ivan L. Rudnytsky,
Study of Cossack History,"" Slavic
Ukrainians had no significant contacts especially to the nature of the Ukrai "A
Review, Vol. XXXI, No. 4, December 1972,
with Muscovy from the 13th to the 17th nian Kozak State and the Pereyaslav pp. 870-5. The differences among Cossacks
centuries (1240-1654) and that the two Treaty of 1654. The term "cossack" is are also neglected in William H. McNeill,
peoples lived very much apart and commonly associated with Russia in the "Europe's Steppe Frontier, 1500-1800"
separated from each other in different popular mind, although it is of Turkic (Chicago: University of Chicago Press.
states and in different cultural spheres.6 origin and means a "free warrior." The 1964).
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outside his country, and this is evidence
of his profound anxiety to resist the
Russification so prevalent in his day.
The dictionary underlines the view that
Lysenko was a patriot who suffered
from, and repeatedly protested against
the suppression of his country's music,
art, literature and language during
tsarist rule and that he greatly assisted
in immortalizing the martyr-poet Shev
chenko whose works he set to music.
Grove also gives the following infor
mation: "Referring to the characteriza
tion of Oxana, the heroine of 'Christ
mas Eve Revels,' Russian historian and
author Vsevolod Cheshikhin expresses
the opinion that Lysenko's portrait is
much nearer to Gogol's lively young
village maiden than Tchaikovsky's
presentation in his Cherevichki.' "
It doesn't seem possible from the
above account that Lysenko could be
Russian, and yet through ignorance or
sheer carelessness Grove's article will
confuse a number of readers. Outside of
this puzzling weak point the entry
supplies a surprisingly large amount of
data. The most significant compositions
are listed.
Our survey has a happy ending. The
most recent and most ambitious edition
of Grove, titled The New Grove Dic
tionary of Music and Musicians (Lon
don, I980), was put together by Stanley
Portrait of Lysenko by Ivan Trush Sadie and a battery of colleagues after
(Lvfr, 19ЮК '
many years of hard labor. The work's 20
far as to say that Lysenko asserted volumes, luxuriously printed and
himself as an ardent Ukrainian nationa illustrated, make it easily the largest and
list, proving in his publications that perhaps the greatest music encyclopedia
Ukrainian folk songs are distinguished of all time.
To be sure, the increased number of
from Russian songs.
Baker's most recent sixth edition was. volumes brings more room for mis
again completely revised by Mr. Slo takes. But there are marked improve
nimsky (New York, 1978) who wrote ments in coverage: separate articles on
that Lysenko was a "significant Ukrai the musical life of Kiev, Lviv and other
nian composer." Otherwise the entry is cities, articles on. Ukrainian art music
the sams-as that in the previous fifth..; and folk music complete with music
^ЇШ^ісК-чв-ргІйу. g w ^ ^ l a k e ^ examples (these:appear in an English
W c e p f i o l , hdwe^TfW^flPglslrSn"^ musiclreferihcc^^S for thefirstййЙіг).
orthography: "Nikolai Lissenko, birth There are entries for 35 Ukrainian
Щ
place Grinki near Kremenchug," which musicians.
The article on Lysenko, newly written
remains uncorrected by the editor.
by Jennifer Spencer of the United
Kingdom, spans three and a half
The Grove dictionaries
columns which is more than the space
Grove's Dictionary of Music and allowed for such international luminaries
Musicians started by the venerable Sir as Vladimir Horowitz or Chaliapin. It is
George Grove,, remained for many divided into sections: biography, works,
decades the most prestigious and the writings and bibliography, and is easily
largest English music encyclopedia. The the. best Lysenko article in a music
first four editions are unknown to me, encyclopedia (shortcomings notwith
?
because they are bibliographic rarities standing).
Lysenko's name and nationality are
overshadowed by the famous fifth
edition edited by Eric Blom in nine correctly given,and.the most important
volumes (New York, 1955) still in use in teachers are named. We are informed
most libraries and music centers. This that "as a child he had been deeply
edition gives a surprisingly long and impressed by songs he heard peasants
detailed treatment of Lysenko. His singing, and his nationalist sympathies
nationality, however, is confused. The were stimulated by a volume of Shev
dictionary writes that "on the publica chenko's poetry given to him by his
tion of his series of songs of the kobzars grandfather (at the age of 19 he was a
(minstrels) to the words of Shevchenko, pallbearer at Shevchenko's funeral).
he was acclaimed a Ukrainian hero." As a student be was involved with, the
і
This hero, Lysenko, was "born in anti-tsarist movement..."
Ukraine" yet he is still defined, as a
We are told of Lysenko's determina
"Russian composer."
tion to aid the revival of Ukrainian by
The article goes on to say that in one using it in his opera librettos and of his
of his brochures Lysenko explained the refusal to authorize Russian versions of
difference between Ukrainian and his operas. The article characterizes his
Russian folk songs. According to the works for piano, his operas, the music
dictionary, in the latter there is to be to Shevchenko texts and settings of folk
found a more or less strict adherence to songs, and conveys the high regard for
the church modes of the Middle Ages, Lysenko during his lifetime and also
and they are consistently diatonic, today.
whereas in the songs of Ukraine there is
The list of works is very detailed under
a measure of chromatism, due to the . subdivisions: stage, piano, vocal, other
Ukrainian urge to express the emotion works, folk song arrangements. And
felt by the singer. In them also is a among the writings is Lysenko's re
consistency of rhythm in place of the search paper On Ukrainian folk instru
constant changes to be observed in the ments which, as we have seen, was in
songs of Russia,
numerous encyclopedias repeatedly
Such differences appeared to have stuck on the wrong date like a broken
inspired Lysenko's disinclination to record; it is finally correctly dated here.
The only serious shortcoming has to
permit the translation of his Ukrainian
operatic librettos into Russian, when do with titles of Lysenko's works and in
performances of them were mooted the bibliography. Some titles are mis

Mykola Lysenko in foreign sources
CONCLUSION
The Thompson International We shall finally examine three works
which prospered through several edi
tions each to see how certain improve
ments gradually filtered in.
The International Cyclopedia of
Music and Musicians, a comprehensive
and very much-used reference work in
one volume, originally edited by Oscar
Thompson, was first published in New
York in 1938. It listed several Ukrai
nians. Lysenko was listed in the con
fused and, by now, familiar form:
"Russian (Ukrainian) composer and
teacher." And because the Ukrainian
articles were lifted from the German
1929 Riemann work, the mistakes also
were copied. Lysenko's research paper
on Ukrainian folk instruments (titled by
.Thompson as. ".Popular.-instruments of
Jhe-Ukraine")-is again dated 1909 when
the year should be 1894(readers will no
doubt wonder how many more times
this item will pop up).
By 1964 this work went through a
total of nine editions (upon the death of
Thompson in I94S the editorship was
taken up by others). The entry on .
Lysenko remained unchanged with all
its inaccuracies through all the nine
editions from 1938 to 1964.;-. nunum
In 1975 a completely revised 10th
edition of the Thompson work made its '
entrance (New York, London) under
the editorship of Bruce Bohie, Through
the intervention of Roman Sawycky.the
editor made some corrections in the Ly
senko entry (and expanded the Ukrai
nian articles to some 30 musicians).
Among the corrections: Nikolai
Lissenko was adjusted to Mykola
Lysenko; his birthplace formerly spell
ed Grinjki was corrected to Hrynky; his
nationality was rightly specified; other
minor improvements were incorporated
and a short bibliography was appended.
The end result, although not a great
entry, was a marked improvement over
the preceding nine editions of the
encyclopedia.
Baker's biographical dictionaries
We next examine a line of dictionaries
committed only to biography. Baker's
Biographical Dictionary of Musicians,
fourth edition (New YOrk, 1940), like
the first three editions, was put together
by the highly regarded Theodore Baker.
The fourth edition has Lysenko born in
"Southern Russia... an indefatigable
student of Ukrainian folk music." (This
description was lifted from The MacMillan Encyclopedia of Music and
Musicians, 1938, which we have already
seen). In Baker's fourth, Lysenko's
research paper on Ukrainian folk in
struments is again dated 1909 (the date
should read 1894) - an error started by
the German Riemann dictionary weVe
examined.
Baker's fifth edition was completely
revised by Nicolas Slonimsky (New
York, 1958), and its entry on Lysenko
was, in its day, the best in an English
work. The article is long, very detailed
and presents much valuable, undistorted information. Mr. Slonimsky goes so
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spelled or are transliterated from Rus
sian instead of Ukrainian. Also, a few
translations of titles are inaccurate.
Conclusions
From the material examined it be
comes clear that the older the source,
the more misinformation it is liable to
contain. Lysenko's nationality had been
listed correctly in isolated instances
decades ago; such listings became a
matter of course only in the 1960s and
1970s for Lysenko and also for many
other Ukrainian musicians.
The best (and also the worst) foreign
sources on Lysenko are in English and
of these the newest editions of Thomp
son, Baker and Grove are to be regard
ed most highly. It is also interesting to
note that almost all of the English works
cited were printed in New'York City.
A final observation: the works most
readily improved are those.published
periodically in several editions (such as
the German Riemann OF the American
Thompson or Baker), making contacts
with the editors possible and rewarding
to all concerned. Food for thought for
the future.
:'-w --it/.

Lysenko monument in Kiev.

New release
Nuns release
liturgy record
PHILADELPHIA - The Sisters of
St. Basil the Great, Sacred Heart
Province. in Philadelphia, have released
a new recording of the divine liturgy of
St. John Chrysostom, sung in the
Ukrainian language by the sisters'choir.
The music for this recording was
arranged from motifs selected from
Ukrainian liturgical chants by Myron
Fedoriw, noted musicologist, who
studied in Warsaw, Vienna and Salz
burg.
Myron Fedoriw has directed the
Sisters'choir since its inception in 1979,
for the purpose of promoting the love
and beauty of the Ukrainian religious
and folk music.
The recording is available in record
or cassette form, at S7 per copy. (Mail
orders, add SI.50 for postage.) Write
to: Sisters of St. Basil the Great, 710
Fox Chase Road, Philadelphia, Pa.,
19111; or call: (215) FI 2-4222.
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Panorama of Ukrainian culture in the Big Apple
by Helen Perozak Smindak
York in the mid-30s.
Many outstanding Ukrainian Ameri
There is a constant coming and going cans are included, from helicopter
of events, gatherings, exhibitions and inventor Igor Sikorsky to the U.S. space
recitals at the Ukrainian Institute of program's Dr. Michael Yarymovych,
America. The neighbors of the institute - who is in charge of advance planning for
take it all in stride, but an event on the NASA space shuttle. Festivals,
November 21 which drew a large num Easter-egg decorating, music, wood
ber of top-echelon Ukrainians even crafts and other Ukrainian cultural
awed a man and woman entering the activities are portrayed.
luxury apartment building across the
When the lights came on again,
street.
viewers exchanged comments of satis
"Why, that's Jack Paiance," ex faction and excitement about thefilmas
claimed the woman as the couple they moved to the dining area for a
watched the 6-foot -4-inch actor emerge sumptuous repast. As always, Jack
from a car and stroll through the Paiance was the center of attraction
institute's doors.
until he left, bearing a few gifts handed
It was indeed Jack Paiance, a man to him by admiring fans.
recently touted by movie critic Jeffrey
Lyons as "one of the most interesting 7Ьe winner is...
actors around." Mr. Paiance had driven
A film scripted and co-directed by
in to New York with friends who live
near him in Pennsylvania — Jim and Ihor Paul Wofamsky to fulfill require
ments
for his master of fine arts degree
Edwina Uitinoski and Mickey and
Nancy Kaminski. Joining them from at Columbia University won the Gold
Queens were Mr. Palance's sister. Plaque Award in the student film
Mary, and her husband,
Louis category at the 1982 International Film
The group was there for a private Festival held recently in Chicago. "The
screening of""The Helm of Destiny," a Monkey's Paw," which was premiered
documentary film about Ukrainians in for the cast and crew at the Film Forum
in New York in September, is a film
America. .
As UIA vice-president Waiter Na- adaptation of the classic W.W. Jacobs
zarewicz introduced the special guests horror story about an isolated family

Paiance at Helm

to the audience, he remarked, "WeVe
been trying for some time to get Mr.
Paiance here." The Emmy-award
winning actor, moving from his frontrow seat to the podium with the sure
footed, tigerish grace that is one of his
trademarks, responded with a smile,
"Look, I got a call asking if I'd come for
the film showing, and I said yes."
Mr. Paiance, who did^the narration
for "The Helm of Destiny" and is one of
many Ukrainians appearing in vignettes
throughout the film, said he was happy
to be at the institute.
In an introduction to the film, a
special project of the Ukrainian Na
tional Association, Ulaea Diachuk,
UNA supreme treasurer, said that the
association had decided in 1980 that a
documentary film about the Ukrainian
immigration was long overdue."
"the UNA wanted to present to nonUkrainians who we are and what we
have contributed to this country, as well
as make Ukrainian Americans aware
and proud of their heritage," she said.
The project was given to Slovlko
Nowytski of Filmart Productions in
Minneapolis, producer-director of
several award-winning films1.'JMr.
Nowytski selected the title (a reference
to the UNA's position in the Ukrainian
. community) when he began shooting
footage for the film. The hour-long 16
mm color film was produced in two 28minute segments to facilitate showing
on television, in libraries and schools.
From Cant. Lawrence Bohuh, who
fought in the American Revolutionary
War, and the Ukrainian adventurers
who were part of the Russian settle
ments in Alaska, "The Helm of Destiny"
follows the history of Ukrainian immi
gration to the present.
There are scenes of coal miners in
Pennsylvania, where many of the early
immigrants settled, scenes in the Mid
west, in North Dakota and other parts
of the United States, and views of the
UNA building in Jersey City and of the
UNA estate Soyuzivka in the Catskills.
Other footage shows Ukrainian Day at
the Chicago World's Fair of 1933 and
the gala performance of Vasyl Avramenko's dancers on the stage of the old
Metropolitan Opera House in New

that knows nothing of the supernatural.
Mr. Wolansky and co-director Michael
Sbmulevich shot thefilmlast summer at
the former Stokes house on Clay Hill
Road in Kerhonkson, N.Y. (purchased
in 1969 by Mr. Wolansky's father) and
at the Tuthilitown grist mill near
Modena, N.Y. A 28-minute color film,
"The Monkey's Paw" features" the Rev.
Robert Van Voorst and his wife Mary
of Accord, N.Y., the Ellenville Journal
and a cast of professional actors, Joan
Griffiths is the producer of the film,
Grigory Sigalov the cinematographer,
and original music was composed by
Bob Sackayama. Mr. Wolansky plans
to offer the film in 16 mm and 3X-inch
cassettes to educational groups and
television.

Christmas preparations
There are just 19 days left to Christ
mas — or 32 if you follow the Julian
calendar - so it's little wonder that
Christmas season activity on the Ukrai
nian scene is beginning now, this very
weekend.
The Ukrainian Museum swings into
the season with five workshops for
hand-crafting traditional Christmas
tree ornaments, and holds out a special
treasure trove of one-of-a-kind gifts and

I Lsda Soctiynsky

Walter Baranetsky, a member of the institute's board of directors, chats with Jack
Paiance before the screening of the UNA-sponsored Dim "The Helm of Destiny,"
which Mr. Paiance narrates.

novelties in the museum shop. This
weekend and next, the shop is offering
reproductions of Hutsul rings and
crosses, carved wood plates and candle
sticks, ceramic pieces, embroidered
items, and prints by Jacques Hnizdovsky, Bohdan Borzemsky, Andrij Maday
and Arcadia Olenska-Petryshyn.
The craft workshops, open to adults
and children, are scheduled for De
cember 4, 5, 11, 12 and 19, from 2 to 4
p.m. The museum, at 203 Second Ave.,
is open Wednesday through Sunday
from 1 to 5 p.m. For information about
the workshops, call the museum at (212)
228-0110.
Uptown, at Fifth Avenue and 79th
Street, the Ukrainian Institute of Ame
rica has scheduled a traditional St.
Andrew's Eve celebration for December
4 at 6 p.m. Part of the winter cycle of
Ukrainian folk rites, the Day of the
Apostle Andrew is regarded by Ukrai
nians as a special holiday for young men
and women. Appropriately, the insti
tute's festivity is intended as a gettogether for college students and will
include fortune-telling with wax (pour
ing hot melted wax into cold water to
see what shape it will take). Party
planners Arcadte OfenskjHPetryshyn,
Roma Pryma-Bohacbevsky and. Slave
Gerulak have promised that the even
ing's merriment will include the game of
"kalyta," which requires young men to
"ride up" on a poker or stick toward a
cake hanging from the ceiling and try to
take a bite out of it. The evening,
including a buffet of traditional foods,
is free for students and just S7.50 for
adults,, who will dine apart -from the
younger crowd: -'C-t:
., b;.-..:..The School of Bahdura in New York,
whose scheduled appearance at Rocke
feller Center's Christmas-tree lighting
program had to be cancelled due to
technical reasons, will perform at St.
Patrick's Cathedral on December 16 at
7 p.m. The group of 27 young bandurists
and their director, Julian Kytasty, all in
Ukrainian costumes, will be seated in
front of the main altar as they perform
Ukrainian rarbis'c^nfmo'hty ttrtise
during the Christmas and New Year
seasons ("koliadky and "shchedrivky").
The Christmas season will bring to
the television screen Pat Bilon, better
known to the world as "ET.," and
Robin Williams of "Mork and Mindy"
fame. They'll be teamed in a CBS-TV
show on December 14. NBC-TV's
"Love, Sidney" episode of December 18
will feature as guest stars Suzanne
Farrell of the New York City Ballet and
10-year-old Nina Bacbinsky, currently
dancing in the NYCB presentation of
"The Nutcracker Suite." And sometime
this month, ABC's "Good Mc
New York" show will air а І
"New York Lullabies," including і
bies of Ukrainian origin crooned!
baby daughter by Ivanka Kuziw-2
There will be at feast two Chr
tree lighting ceremonies down
mid-December. Thefirstwill be I
December 17 at 6 p.m. by the Newl
Regional Council of the Ukrar
National Women's League of An
A sign next to the tree on the і
floor balcony of the UNWLA qu
at 108 Second Ave., will tell thei
that the tree has been lighted;!
remembrance of the women impri
soned in Ukraine." Regional Council
president Lidia Magun says that an
indoor program of caroling and refresh
ments will follow the tree lighting.
At the Ukrainian Liberation Front,

Dior Wolansky (left) during filming of "Monkey's Paw."

-

(Continued on page 10)
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Montreal record producer
announces talent search
MONTREAL - Bohdan Tymyc,
president of Yevshan Communica
tions, a Montreal-based record com
pany, is looking for new vocal talent
- solo artists or ensembles. To this
end, he has announced a talent
search, the result of which will be a
recording contract for a new Ukrai
nian singer or singers.
"1 want to give an opportunity to
those artists who don't have the
opportunity to produce a record, but
who do have talent," Mr. Tymyc told
The Weekly".
Mr. Tymyc, a record producer
since 1974, has released 16 records on
the Yevshan label. Many of the
records, including "Bandura"(1982),
"Sviato Rizdva" (1.981) and "Zoloti
Vorota" (1980), were produced by
Mr. Tymyc himself.
Now the producer wants to award
a one-album recording contract to a
new Ukrainian star - or group of
stars.
Mr. Tymyc asks aspiring Ukrai
nian vocal artists to send him demos

Ukrainian Orthodox...
'''г-4

J
'

і
-'

(Continued from pige 1)

- on good quality cassettes —
featuring a maximum of three selec
tions. He will then select several
artists for auditions, and from this
group he will select one artist or
ensemble for an album that he will
produce.
The singers may perform with or
without instrumental accompani
ment, and the selections submitted
should demonstrate the performers'
style and voice quality. Mr. Tymyc
said he is especially interested in
original compositions or new ar
rangements of folk materials; he is
not interested in classical works.
The demos should be submitted
before December 31. They will be
returned only if accompanied by an
addressed and postage-paid envelope.
Requests for information and
submissions should be addressed to:
Bohdan Tymyc, Yevshan Communi
cations Inc., 3207 Beaubien E.,
Montreal, Quebec, Canada H1Y
1H6.
Ukrainian community, a night that
facilitates the crimes perpetrated by
persons of ill will in our community
environment. These same persons found
a group of collaborators among those of
the Orthodox faith, persons who were
ready to do everything necessary to
please their teachers of malice and
hatred. Through acts of the hands and
consciences of both the former and the
latter, legal proceedings are still going

conclusion of the appeal show that it is
directed, first of all, to Ukrainian
political-community leaders of the
Catholic faith.
In our opinion, this appeal will
remain a document of the far-reaching
concern expressed by the hierarchy of
the Ukrainian Catholic Church in the
United StateSjWhich is^eejrtytroubled 5і0і^жіЙіЛе.уtopidtedn"mafiai'bMfor
oy lhTpaTn!ulVvents"w?tfim the life of
example,, in our Church's -parishes' in
the Ukrainian community in this coun
Miami and Cleveland;—-- - .
try. Over half of this appeal is a valuable
Out of their joint laboratory come
theological tract about the meaning of
poisonous vapors aimed at destroying
love in the life of a person in general,
the leading and generous persons in our
and in the life of a community in
community, at defaming merited pa
particular. In addition, the appeal
triots, including persons in the highest
convincingly teaches that only an allChurch positions. In short: someone
embracing love is capable of "healing
would very much like to transform the
the infirmed and supplementing the
Ukrainian community in the free world
deficient." That is why the Ukrainian
into a silent herd with one "fatherCatholic hierarchy in the United States
leader" of the Qaddafi type. It is from
calls for such love among its faithful and
this Ukrainian "qaddafi" that we must
those among them who, having attained
beg in the process of cleansing and curing
leadership positions in the Ukrainian
the Ukrainian, person of the existing
community in the diaspora, abuse that
malignant trait — non-resistance to
community and act only for their own
evil.
personal benefit. Finally, we must note
that the appeal is timely and that it
speaks to the conscience of each honest
person — all the more so since it calls D.C. commemorates...
(Continued from peee 4)
for salvation of the infirmed Ukrainian
community.
ing from both the east and west.
He also noted that American mothers
However, one shortcoming of the
appeal is its lack of concreteness. There who lost their sons in Vietnam can now
is no mention of the root cause for the come to Washington and read the
far-reaching decomposition in our names engraved on the polished black
community in the diaspora, especially granite of the Vietnam Veterans'monu
in the United States. Who, or what ment. No such monument exists for
group of persons, is responsible for this Ukrainian mothers whose sons and
enmity and the dissemination of the cult daughters died fighting in the ranks of
of hatred among us? Why were these the UPA, he said.
"knights of criminal absurdity" — who
The concert part of the commemora
simultaneously light candles to God and tive evening included performances by
Satan — not named? After all, in order soprano Maria Yasinska-Murowany,
to effect a cure, one must first deter accompanied by Jeffrey Miller, pianist
mine the cause of the malady. This is Laryssa Krupa; Washington's Young
what every conscientious physician - Bandurists Ensemble, conducted by
who, treats not only the person, but also Ihor Masnyk; and Marta Zielyk, who
the silent being— does.
read Anatol Kurdydyk's poem "StriletIn taking note of the extremely ska Shapka" about a shrapnel-torn
valuable — in its content and intent — soldier's cap hanging in a place of honor
appeal of the Ukrainian Catholic hier in the home of Ukrainian parents.
archy in the United States, we take upon
Volodymyr Demchuk, president of
ourselves responsibility for attesting the Ukrainian Association of Washing
that the leaders of the so-called "Libera ton, opened the anniversary obser
tion Front" — the majority of whom are vance. Michael Bochno, an UPA ve
professed Catholics — led to the dark teran and member of the association,
night that exists today within the was in charge of the arrangements.
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UAVets executive board meets
by Edward A. Zetick
SPRING VALLEY, NY. - The
national executive board of the Ukrai
nian American Veterans met here, on
November 13, thereby concluding its
regularly scheduled meeting program
for 1982. Local Post No. 19 hosted the
gathering at its post facilities.
The principal business of the meeting
concerned the issue of membership
expansion. In addition, committee
reports not received in time for the
Buffalo, N.Y., meeting held in October
under the sponsorship of Post No. 23,
were given.
At the November meeting, reports
were received from local post com
manders with respect to scheduled
Veterans Day observances at monu
ments or in churches. Special discussion
and mention was made of the dedica
tion of the Vietnam Veterans Memorial
in Washington.
A report was also given on. the
responses received to letters sent to
United States senators and representa
tives in support of Ukrainian causes,
especially urging the proclamation of
the day in honor of the Ukrainian
Helsinki Group monitors. In addition,
it was announced that the annual UAV
welfare fund drive would be conducted
during the holiday season.
During the period of illness of the
membership chairman. Senior ViceCommander John Lupa, membership
development will be handled through
the office of the national adjutant.
Inquiries about membership or other
information about the UAV may be
directed to Dmytro Bykovetz Jr., 902
ІЛгжиЯ
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136 Second Ave., the lighting of a
Christmas tree on the second-floor
balcony will take place on Saturday,
December 18, between 5 and 6 p.m.
Maria Lozynsky, president of the
Women's Association for the Defense
of Four Freedoms for Ukraine in New
York, is in charge of the outdoor
program, which includes the tree light
ing, a prayer and the unfurling of a
banner dedicated to the orphans of
Ukrainian dissidents. There will also be
a round of Christmas and New Year's
carols by the assembled adults and
children.
The tree-lighting program follows the
annual St. Nicholas concert of the
organization's School of Ukrainian
Studies, with recitations, carols and a
St. Nicholas playlet presented by the
students under the guidance of the
school's director, Lina AndrienkoDanchuk.
Among skating stars from seven
countries who will appear at Madison
Square Garden during the December 18
weekend will be the brother and sister
team of Janet and Mark Hominuke.
Canada's Junior Pairs Champions in
1974, the Hominukes will, compete in
the pairs championship On the second
day of the International Professional
Ice Skating Championships (December
19 at 2 p.m.). The Garden event, includ
ing Olympic gold medalists and legen
dary skating stars Dorothy Hamill,
Peggy Fleming, John Curry and Robin
Cousins, will launch a 15-city North
American tour.
Adding further luster to the season
will be these events:
о Metropolitan Opera bass Paul
Plishka, who sings the role of Banquo in
the Met's production of "Macbeth,"will
appear in the opera on December 10
and 18 (the performance on the 18th is a
Texaco-sponsored Saturday matinee

Stratford Ave.v Philadelphia, Pa. 19126.
Finally, good progress was reported
by the 1983 Convention Committee, which
is comprised of representatives of
Philadelphia area posts. The 1983
annual convention will be returning to
Philadelphia, which last hosted the
UAV in 1976.
The Ukrainian American Veterans is
a 35-year-old organization of men and
women of Ukrainian descent who are
veterans of the U.S. Armed Forces. The
non-sectarian group has among its
purposes the promotion of interests of
Ukrainian-American veterans, service
to community, and the preservation of
Ukrainian culture and the heritage of its
members. Activities are conducted
through local posts. Where posts do not
exist, membership-at-large is available
through the national organization.

Mykhailo Osadchy...
(Continued from pate 2)

— on his brother's birthday, Novem
ber 16, and on the day he was
murdered, April 5.
Amnesty International reports in
1980 stated that Mr. Osadchy had
been subjected to beatings and other
physical mistreatment while serving
his sentence in Mordovia.
Today, Mr. Osadchy is no longer
imprisoned, no longer in exile. He
was released on December 2, 1981.
According to Nadia Svitlychna, Mr.
Osadchy and his family have been
prohibited from settling in Lyiv.
They make their home outside the
city, in a small village.
broadcast/bearrietl' locaHy by WXQR
Raffio).,? 1" i n ! ' ^ h " ^ : " e- Radio City Music Hail rings out
with "Carol qf the Bells," the traditional
Ukrainian "shchedrivka," during daily
performances of "The Magnificent
Christmas Spectacular."
" The New York City Ballet, busy
with the Tchaikovsky/Balanchine
Christmas ballet "The Nutcracker
Suite" through January 2, will present
the ballet "Concerto for Piano and
Wind Instruments" choreographed by
John Tans, at the New York State
Theater on January 5.
о Today, at 1 p.m., the Ukrainian
Artists Association unveils an exhibit of
oils and watercolors by Bohdan Tytla,
to run through December 12. And this
evening, from 4 to 8 p.m., the Ukrai
nian Institute of America will hold the
opening reception for a six-week exhibi
tion of four decades of visual art by
Jacques Hnizdovsky (paintings, draw
ings, tapestry and book designs).

The study...
(Continued from page 7)

River island of Kbortytsia and the
introduction of serfdom in Ukraine by
the Russian Empress Catherine II in the
1780s are rarely given adequate atten
tion in history textbooks.
Also neglected is the Ukrainian
Baroque architectural style with its
unique church domes. The Left Bank
nobility, which played an important
role in the development of the Ukrai
nian national movement, consisted of
Kozak descendants. The Kozak
tradition of rebellion inspired Taras
Shevchenko whose poetry made him a
national prophet for the Ukrainians.
Thus the Kozak phenomenon and the
unique Ukrainian Kozak State played a
role in Ukrainian history that the
Cossack movement did not play in
Russian history.
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Chicago Knights of Columbus: 1 year old
CHICAGO - The Knights of Co
lumbus Council (No. 7807) named for
the late Bishop Jaroslav Gabro, the first
bishop of the St. Nicholas Diocese for
Ukrainian Catholics in Chicago, has
successfully completed its first year
The members, together with their
families and friends, marked the occa
sion by attending a divine liturgy of
thanksgiving at St. Joseph's Ukrainian
Catholic Church and then partaking of a
delicious breakfast served in the church
hall.
The men of St. Joseph's Ukrainian
Catholic parish felt that a Knights of
Columbus council should be started
and named in the bishop's honor; and,
rightfully, so, because this wonderful
man of God had done so much for the
Ukrainians not only in this great city,
but throughout the.diocese which
extends from Michigan to California.
In their youth a number of the members
and the bishop had served the divine
liturgy as altar boys, sung together in
the church choir, and attended the same
school.'They witnessed the noble and
spiritual accomplishments of this de
voted man as a youth, then a priest and
finally a bishop.
A great deal of credit is attributed to
the first chaplain of the council, the
Very Rev. Canon Joseph Shary, then
pastor of St. Joseph's, for his encourage
ment, support and direction. Father
Shary was very instrumental in laying
down the foundation for this flourish
ing cpuncil.
The two sisters of the late bishop,
Stephanie Gabro and Marianne Horyn,
gave their consent to have the council
named after their brother.
Bishop Innocent Lotocky OSBM,
apd,^Isgr v .Cj^qn^l4^.PinsJor K ihe
chaplain and -pastor of St. j Joseph's

Church, are charter members of the
council.
The Bishop Gabro Council is the first
Ukrainian council in the state of Illi
nois and the second in the United
States. There are 40 members enrolled,
of which 19 are fourth-degree members.
In the first year, some of the pro-"
grams in which the members partici
pated were the State of Illinois disaster
fund, the Catholic Youth Organization
project, blood drive, church activities
and memorial services at St. Nicholas
Cemetery, where a wreath of roses was
placed on Bishop Gabro's grave.
The council was able to obtain a
banner through the courtesy of Mr. and
Mrs. Edward Olenec. This banner was
blessed during the first anniversary
liturgy.
One of the highlights of thisfirstyear
occurred on April 18, when 17 of the
brother knights took their fourth de
gree. They were part of the largest class
which numbered 400 sir knights in the
Northern Illinois District and became
members of the Bishop Raymond P.
Hillinger Assembly which has an enroll
ment of over 900 members.
The Knights of Columbus is the
largest Catholic men's organization in
the United States.
The officers for the Bishop Gabro
Council for 1982 are: Rudolph
Presslak, grand knight; Theodore
Sztym, deputy grand knight; Steve
Sawula, chancellor; Kenneth Presslak,
recording secretary; John Sawchyn,
financial secretary; Andrew Gulya,
treasurer; Roderick Molltson, advo
cate; Walter Banionis, warden; Michael
Mischuk, lecturer; John Malachiwsky,
inside guard; Russell Haluczak, JPeter
МШуТш-агкГТЯсп61а?2йЬ,-ШйеТ
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Watervliet Catholic parish
celebrates diamond jubilee
WATERVLIET, N.Y. - St. Nicho school connected with the parish, and
las Ukrainian Church here observed the nine years later the former annex to
75th anniversary of its founding on School No. 8 was purchased and reno
Sunday, October 24, with a liturgy and vated, and St. Nicholas School was esta
blished. A building was also purchased
special program.
Prior to the event, there was a week of and remodeled into a convent.
prayer, and a special liturgy was cele
brated on Saturday, October 23, at
In 1949 Father Chlystun started a
which time the parishioners had the campaign to finance repairs and redecoopportunity to publicly renew their ration of the church building, which
baptismal and marriage vows. A brunch included a copper roof and general
followed.
refurbishing. The school was also
Sunday's celebration began with a renovated at this time. The church was
rededicated
and blessed by Bishop
pontifical divine liturgy at the church
celebrated by Bishop Basil Losten, Ambrose Senyshyn.
eparch of Stamford, Conn., with the
In 1964, fund raising was begun for
participation of several other clergy extensive renovations of the church.
men.
Included were new floors, paintings,
Following the liturgy, a commemora altar and a richly carved wooden icontive program and reception were held at ostas.
On December 6, 1964, Bishop Joseph
Michael's Banquet House in Latham,
N.Y. The master of ceremonies was the Schmondiuk of Stamford blessed the
Rt. Rev. Archpriest Peter Fedorchuck, altar and iconastas and celebrated a
pastor of St. Michael's Ukrainian solemn pontifical divine liturgy.
Catholic Church of Yonkers, N.Y.
On August 7, 1968, the parishioners
Addresses were delivered by the Rev. were honored by a visit from Patriarch
Julian Osadca, pastor of St. Wolodymyr Josyf Slipyj. The program consisted of a
Ukrainian Catholic Church, Glen Spey, moleben service at the church and a
N.Y., and the Rev: Bazyl Zawierucha, reception held in his honor at LaSalle
prefect of students, St. Basil's Prepara Institute gymnasium ip Troy,; N/Y-. j
tory School, Stamford.' Unfortunately, in 1970 St. Nicholas
The church choir, under the direction School was closed due to a shortage of
of Yaroslaw Kushnir sang "Our Father," nuns.
"Happy is the Man" and "Bandura."
The church continues to have the
The Ukrainian National Women's following active organizations: St.
League of America choir sang "Virgin Nicholas Society, Ukrainian Catholic
Mother of God," which was directed Daughters of Mary, Accolyte Society,
and arranged by Mr. Kushnir.
Providence Association and numerous
The Rev. Theodore Humanitzki, civic groups.
pastor, was honorary chairman of the
і affair^The:charch^ trustees, Theodore
Fedak and 'JdhnTUirtttdlya; 'wgre^the.
general chairmen.

Kleiner addresses Rochester community
Dr. Kleiner said that UkrainianROCHESTER, N.Y. - "The Need
for Ukrainian-Jewish Cooperation" Jewish cooperation began in Soviet
concentration
camps and is now pro
was the topic of a lecture delivered by
Dr. Israel Kleiner and sponsored by the pagated by the Society for JewishRochester Chapter of Americans for Ukrainian Relations. Unfortunately,
Human Rights in Ukraine, here on before the society could, be properly
presented to both the Ukrainian and
September 29:
Dr. Kleiner, along with Yak'ov Jewish dissidents, its potential power
Suslensky, was an organizer of the was recognized by the KGB, which
Society for Jewish-Ukrainian Relations promptly responded by spreading the
in Jerusalem. He is a native of Kiev who rumor that Ukrainians were the most
emigrated to Israel in 1971. He received notorious Nazi collaborators. By
his doctorate from the Ukrainian Free supplying fabricated data for U.S. trials
University in Munich. His published Of Ukrainians accused of Nazi colla
dissertation was in Ukrainian oh "The boration, the KGB found a perfect
Nationality Problems of the Last'Em і technique for dissipating the energies of
pire." He has also worked at Radio both groups and diverting their atten
tion from mutually beneficial goals, he
Liberty^ Ukrainian desk.
Currently, he is traveling around the said.
Dr. Kleiner talked about his hopes to
country on a speaking tour. Appearing
before a group of Ukrainian and Jewish persuade the Israeli government and the
guests at S t / Josaphat's School in Jewish people that it is in Israel's selfRochester, Dr. Kleiner spoke in Ukrai interest to help Ukraine become a
nian about trie need for the two peoples sovereign state, because when the
to set aside their historic differences and Soviet Union Joses its dominance over
to unite in their efforts against their Ukraine and thus its access to the Black
common enemy, Soviet Russian im and Mediterranean seas, its expan
sionism in the Middle East will be
perialism.
:
halted.
While in Rochester, Dr. Kleiner,
along with AHRU committee members,
Detroit
met with Rabbi J: Miller of Temple
B'rith Kodesh, who was receptive to Dr.
(Continued from page 5)
nian Catholic hierarchs' recent call for Kleiner's U.S. tour. The rabbi also
community harmony, proposed that the expressed an interest in meeting with
district committee send a letter to the AHRU committee in the near
Metropolitan Stephen Sulyk and the future.
Dr. Kleiner also met and spoke
bishops.
Among the suggestions brought up through an interpreter to a group of
Jewish
college professors at the nearby
during the discussion was that the UNA
Supreme Executive Committees esta State University of New York at Brockblish courses for organizers and recruit port. This encounter brought out some
young people to aid the organizing of the misconceptions about Ukrai
nian-Jewish historical differences.
drive.
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Founded in 1907

St. Nicholas Ukrainian Catholic
Church was founded in 1907 to answer
the needs of a rapidly growing popula
tion of Ukrainian immigrants who had
started arriving in the area in the 1870s.
-'

маіі'

о
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Originally, St: Nicholas Church
served a congregation in South Troy. It
became apparent that a new, centrally
located structure was needed. The
parish committee began the fundraising campaign in 1905 and by the end
of that year had collected 54,608.04.
The property at 24th Street and Fourth
Avenue, the current site of the church,
was acquired in February 1906, and the
blessing of the ground took place that
summer. Actual construction of the
church building started in the fall. The
cornerstone was laid May 30, 1907, and
the building of both church and rectory
were completed in the spring of 1908
and blessed by Bishop Soter Ortynsky,
the first Ukrainian bishop in the United
States.
In the earlier days of the church,
.priests of the Ukrainian rite were
obliged to serve many parishes in
addition to their own. Consequently, the
few priests who were available were
changed frequently and a total of 17
different pastors and acting pastors
served at St. Nicholas. In later years, the
Rev. Andrew Chlystun served as pastor
for 23 years. He was succeeded by the
Very Rev. Bohdan Volosin, who re
mained in that position for 30 years.
In August 1979 the Rev. Humanitzki
became pastor.
School established
In the early 1930s, the Sisters of St.
Basil the Great conducted an evening

HARRY PARK,
member of UNA Branch 373 - the Sisters of
Love Society in St. Louis, Mo. died on October
17, 1982. at the age of 65.
He was born December 23. 1916, in
Desloge. Mo., and became a member of the
UNA in 1954. He is survived by Anna Park,
wife: Victor Park, son: Charlotte Park,
daughter-in-law: Daleene. John. Danon and
Gavin Park, grandchildren: Omytro Park,
brother; Christine Mtdwick, sister: brother
and sister in Ukraine; John Gromocky, Pete .
and Catherine Gromocky - brothers and
sister-in-law.
Funeral was held Wednesday, October 20,
9:30 a.m. from Fendler-Chullk Funeral Home,
5611 So. Grand Blvd to Resurrection Church
for 10 a.m. Mass. Interment Sunset Burial
Park in St. Louis. Mo.
Harry Park worked for Hagel Hinhe Co..
139 Victor Street. St. Louis. Mo. He was a
consulting engineer and asst. vice president
machine Development and Engineering. He
started working for Hager Hinge Co. in
September 1938 and had completed 44 years
in Septeptember 1982.
JAR0SLAVA WILLIAMS
Branch Secretary
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Georgetown institute announces program
WASHINGTON - The Institute on volved in discussions with ambassa
Comparative Political and Economic dors, members of the House and Senate
Systems at Georgetown University and world political leaders through the
here, has released applications for the' American Foreign Policy Lecture
Nth annual summer program, to be Series, and intern on Capitol Hill, in an
held in the summer of 1983.
executive agency, national association
or embassy.
For further information, interested
The institute, directed by Dr. Lev
Dobriansky, provides an opportunity individuals should write to: Mary Ann
Zaloumis,
Institute Coordinator, The
for students to experience the U.S.
government first hand. The summer Charles Edison Memorial Youth Fund,
program enables participants to live The Institute on Comparative Political
and study on the Georgetown Univer and Economic Systems, 1616 H Street
sity campus; earn six college credits in N.W., Suite 804, Washington, D.C.,
Comparative Political and Compara 20006; or call (202) 638-3426. Applica
tive Economic Systems; become in tion deadline is February 15, 1983.

Gold Cross Branch 7 commended
NEW BRUNSWICK, N.J. - The
Bodnarenko, Katherine Hucul, Pevonia
Kruchko, Bronyslawa Skorupsky, rylaUkrainian Gold Cross, Branch 7, was
rusia Hatala, Anna Stetsyna, Vera
awarded first prize at the Oktoberfest
Chilko, Vera Kucharchuk and Olena
held here in early October. The festival
Rochman.
was organized by volunteers and cosponsored by the Middlesex Cultural
A large sign, the yellow UGC emblem
and Heritage Commission.
on a blue background, was flanked by
the American and Ukrainian flags, and
The branch was also presented with a
second-place trophy for the variety, a vase of flowers much like the flowers
quality and quantity of Ukrainian foods grown in Ukraine formed the back
ground for two long tables laden with
served to the public.
Ukrainian cuisine, '
The Ukrainian Gold Cross Festival
At the close of the festival Marion
Committee, dressed in embroidered
blouses, served the long lines of Okto- Sjerna, associated wjtjh the Middlesex
Hentage Commission,
b^rfest visitogf^ "Ehe committee menfc 0:ЩиіІЇЯЩ
bers were Nastia Furmanec, 01ya;"; 'Visited the; Ukrainian pavilion to con
Yacysyn, Marion Burbella. Dunia gratulate the UGC women.

A SPECIAL OFFER
FOR UNA MEMBERS:
DOUBLE YOUR LIFE INSURANCE

^n.!,-i
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A MEDICAL EXAMINATION
WHO CAN DOUBLE HIS INSURANCE?
All current members of the UNA:between the г es of 0 and 65
WHAT PLAN OF INSURANCE CAN I CHOOSE?
,f. For, ages-0 to 60, any life or endowment plan now being offered by
the UNA.
I
fSS: -" '

M \ Ш л е member must fieose Ш Whole Life Plan,
For
r''--^''-ClissW^"--4iiy
WHAT PREMIUM RATE WILL I PAY?
-

f

The rate "will depend on the plan of your choiceind current age.

WHAT A M O U N T OF INSURANCE C A N I BUY?

The Home Office will acceDt the application without a medical ex
amination. Only if your non-medical application indicates that you have
a health problem, will the Home Office request a medical report.

ATTENTION: THIS OFFER
EXPIRES
ON DECEMBER 31, 1982
Please contact your UNA branch secretary to apply for the above offer. If you wish
to obtain an application and additional information from the UNA Home Office regard
ing this insurance, send your name and address to:

UKRAINIAN NATIONAL ASSOCIATION, Inc.

Name

Selfreliance Association holds concert
to benefit Chicago senior center
poetry by Bohdan Bora, they paid
tribute to the Ukrainian freedom fighters.
Their duet, "Lord of Heaven and Earth"
CHICAGO - T h e Selfreliance Asso
from Hulak-Artemovsky's opera "Zaciation of American Ukrainians in
porozhets za Dunayem" concluded the
Chicago sponsored a series of events
program.
during the weekend of October 8-10 in
The concert was truly unique, and
order to raise funds for the Ukrainian
Zenon Forowycz, master of ceremonies
Senior Center at 2355 W. Chicago Ave.
for
the concert, between numbers best
An exhibition of the paintings by
summed up audience reaction to the
Andryj Kovalenko, a Chicago artist,
concert: "I am sure," he said, "that those
opened on Friday evening and con
of you present here can attest that
tinued through Sunday. On Saturday
anyone who missed this concert, on
evening, a dance was held in the parish
hearing
about it, will regret not coming."
hall of St. Joseph's Church, with music
The audience replied to this with tu
provided by the Mria band.
multuous applause.
On Sunday afternoon, a concert was
There is no doubt as to the reason for
held in the Chopin School auditorium,
the concert's artistic merit. All .the
presenting a performance by the en
performers were seasoned veterans of
semble "We are from Ukraine,"a trio of
the stage, with many years of training
artists who only recently arrived in the
and experience in their field.
United States. They were: singer and
Ms. Belutz, born in Novohradactress Lina Belutz, composer Leonid
Volynsky , completed the Kiev Theatri
Verbytsky and actor-director Olexij
cal Institute and worked as an actress
Zhurba.
and singer for many years in the Chejv
The concert program included invinivtsi theater hefore emigrating to the
dual performances, as well as duets and
United States. In America she has
ensemble works. Ms. Belutz recited a
selection of poems by Lina Kostenko already released two albums, one of
romantic songs, the other an album for
and performed a number of songs by
children, and is completing her third
Mr. Verbytsky, accompanied by the
album.
composer at the piano, as well as songs
Mr. Zhurba is, by profession,
of Vplodymyr ivasiuk.
Ms. Belutz and Mr. Verbytsky, sing an actor and director. He worked in the.
Chemivtsi theater as an actor, and later
ing in harmony by the piano, presented
a new song by the composer: "All is as a director-producer. In the United
well, when all's well...when there is States he has devoted more time to
singing, and has written articles which
love."
Mr. Verbytsky played his "Fantasy have appeared in Svoboda. His dream is
on the Themes of Ukrainian Melodies," to see the. creation of a professional
and introduced the audience to his Ukrainian theater in America.
. Mr. - .Verbytsky; - is a composer
"Song about a. Song," whose lyrics tell
яЬаушЩі^Мщг^4і^р.йу:
іІОсЬл jprrer^ftwhoseafvorks pretieusdjum
to
America. He^fias written over 400
Cfio'rniyi^ According to the composer,
ah examination of musical archives has compositions for the theater, fof.rhovieS;
shown that this song is not, as supposed, 4 and for radio, as well as popular songs.
a Gypsy or Russian song, but was His contemporary compositions,'many
written here in America; include music
written by Evhen Hrebinka^ -:
Mr. Zhurba, in contrast to the more to.lyrics of Ukrainian poets living in
serious portions of the program, read a America, among them a song about the
selection of his humorous sketches of bandura based on a poem by Anatole
contemporary Ukrainian life.,Ms. Yuryniak. Mn Verbytskysis preparing
Belutz and Mr. Zhurba also performed an album of his compositions, to be
a segment-.trf the fust act,of Kvitka- sung by Ms. Belutz. He hopes to devote
Osnovianenko's "Svatannia na - Hon- his time to publication of new songs and
charivtsi," and a humorous sketch preparation of arrangements of folk
and modern melodies for other per
about the farewell of a soldier.
In a medley of songs by Ivasiuk and formers.
by Alex Poszewanyk

j

You may apply for the same amount of insurance/thus doubling your
protection with the UNA, or for less. However, the minimum would
be SLOW)'. " "
DO і NEED A MEDICAL EXAMINATION?

P.O. Box. 17a a Jersey City, H. J. 07303

INVESTMENT
FUTURE
in
SOUTHWEST FLORIDA
From early times until present days, a real
estate property has been the most solid
property, and it is the best investment for the
future.
In Southwest Florida, namely Port Charlotte,
North Port, and Warm Mineral Springs, pos
session of land home has a special advantage
because of the way of life that goes on h e r e 
with relaxation and without snowstorms!.
You have a choice to acquire lots and homes
here at moderate prices; some on waterways.
All of them with easy access to St. Andrew's
Ukrainian Religious and Cultural Center, to
business centers, and to Mineral like and
beaches on the Gulf of Mexico. It is obvious
that the prices will tend to increase.
especially when the economy begins to
improve.
For honest service as to purchasing, please
call or write:
TARAS BARABASH
Associate-Salesman

Street and number

City, state or province, postal code

No. 49
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Randol Realty, Inc., Realtor
3 2 2 1 T a m i a m i Trail
Port Charlotte, Fla. 3 3 9 5 2

Phonei H813) 629-3179
After hours: 14813) 6254011

REAL ESTATE
'
f; '.

"BORO PARK"

.

The affordable Alternative
LUXURY CO-OP APIS.
"For a limited time, we are now offering dra
matically reduced monthly maintenance.

3-4 BRs

.-.

J41.707-56.523

Vh FINANCING
-- 1st 3 Years
LOW DOWN PAYMENT

THE TUDOR COURT

1529 42 St., Bet. 15 8.16 Aves
OPEN HOUSE
SAT.J, SUN. l l - 4 , o r by Appointment
WEEKENDS: (212) 438-0292
WEEKDAYS: (516) 536-2525
Offering by Prospectus Only
STYLISH SHOP
socializing in Slavic gift items. Prime
location serving Washington. D.C. Metro
area. For quick sale. Best offer buys
all. Terms available. Call Unda at
(301)654-7400.
Banner Busirms Brokers, Inc.

FLORIDA'S High Country!
Orange tree lots, from
J3.950.00
Homes, from
J21.50O.O0
S U N N Y L A N D REALTY REALTORS
Rosalie Kowalchuk Hand Associate
8 5 5 North Park A w . , Apopka, Fla. 32703
For appointment call

(305) 886-3060 or 886-4644
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Glen Spey hosts "Khvyli" meeting

Members of the "Chorndmorski Khvyli" women's Plast unit convened in
October in Glen Spey, N.Y., at their annual meeting. Shown in the photo
above are the unit's members from Connecticut, New York and New Jersey
who attended the 1982 meeting. The unit's new executive board includes:
Marta Tesluk, president; Marusia Mulyk, vice president; Luba Gina,
secretary; and Christine Pryshlak, treasurer. The unlfs main task is to teach
sea scouting skills to younger Plast members.

Plast unit meets at Soyuzivka

The "Ті, shcho hrebti rvut" women's unit of Plast held its annual meeting at
the UNA'S Soyuzivka resort in Kerhonkson, N.Y., during the weekend of
October 29-31. Pictured above are some of the participants of the meeting.
Among the officers elected for 1982-83 were: Roksolana Misilo, president;
Ludmilla Jaworsky, vice president; Tanya Tern пуску, secretary; and Marta
Iwanczyszyn, treasurer. Since the Plast unit's primary goal is the education
of young Plast members, all of the unit's members are qualified youth
counselors.

Ukrainian Institute of America
PRESENTS

t.

...

v4

v

.

MNIZDOVSKY
FOUR DECADES OF VISUAL ART
December 5,1982 - January 15,1983
2 East 79th Street m New York, N.Y. 10021
Telephone: (212) 288-8660
Gallery Hours: Daily 2 - 6 p.m.(Closed Mondays)
Opening Reception: Sunday, December 5 , 4 - 8 p.m.

MONASH UNIVERSITY
Department of Slavic Languages
AUSTRALIA

"'

";7f

UKRAINIAN-LECTURER

(North America Assistant Professor equivalent)
Three year appointment. Two year sequence for students with previous knowledge of Ukrainian.
Native fluency in Ukrainian and English, higher degree in Ukrainian, or closely related subject, teaching
experience. Preferably a linguist but literature specialists, considered as well. Appointment begins
February 15.І983: Salary range: A 322.430-29,467 p.a. Financial support for removal and repatriation
expenses: Applications including ref. no. 11612 qualifications, experience and 2 referees to the
Registrar, Monash University. Clayton, Vic. 3 1 6 8 by December 15. 1982 (overseas applicants
allow 6 days for airmail).
Professor G.J. Marvan, Chairman
DEPARTMENT OF SLAVIC LANGUAGES

rww
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Canadian institute announces scholarships
EDMONTON - The Canadian In
stitute of Ukrainian Studies at the
University of Alberta has announced
that it is accepting applications for
undergraduate scholarships, master's
and doctoral fellowships, and research
grants for 1983.
There will be three undergraduate
scholarships awarded in the faculties of
education, history, humanities and
social science, each worth a maximum
of S2,50O. Th^y are intended for senior
students with a major in Ukrainian
studies.
The scholarships are for an eightmonth period of study in any Canadian
university; candidates must be Cana
dian citizens or landed immigrants at
the time pf application. The closing date
for receipt of applications is January ЗI,
1983.
The master's and doctoral fellow
ships will be awarded in the fields of
education, history, humanities, law,
social sciences and library sciences. Two
master's thesis fellowships at S4.500

each (non-renewable) and three doctoral
thesis fellowships at S8.000 each (re
newable) will be presented. The awards
are intended to help students complete
theses on Ukrainian or Ukrainian
Canadian topics.
The candidates should be Canadian
citizens or landed immigrants and may
hold the fellowships at any institution of
higher learning in Canada or elsewhere.
For non-Canadian applicants, pre
ference will be given to students en
rolled at the University of Alberta.
Deadline for application is January 3\,
1983.
Research grants will be given in
Ukrainian and Ukrainian Canadian
studies in history, language, education,
social sciences and library sciences. The
deadlines for applications for research
grants are April 1 and December 1. For
applications for any one of the awards,
write to: Canadian Institute of Ukrai
nian Studies, 352 Athabasca Hall,
University of Alberta, Edmonton,
Alta., T6G 2E8.
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Maplewood Orthodox parish visits Montreal

Ocean County
Ukrainian Club
plans meeting
TOMS RIVER, N.J. - The newly
elected officers of the Ukrainian Ame
rican Club of Ocean County will be
sworn in by outgoing president Michael
Kozak at a Christmas Party on Thurs
day, December 9.
The new officers are: John Bortnyk,
president; George T. Prowe, vice presi
dent/coordinator/editor; Zorianna
Kotliar, secretary; Nicholas Maksymiuk, treasurer; Marie Meehan, assis
tant treasurer; Anna Lichko, corres
ponding secretary; Anna Deisenroth,
Marie Meehan, Michael Zaremba,
trustees.
The party after the regular monthly
meeting will include a special Christmas
program plus traditional Ukrainian
holiday foods. All Ukrainians and
spouses are invited. For club informa
tion call Ms. Lichko, (201) 240-0354; for
Christmas party information call Jennie
Punch, (201) 349-0071.

Оrr S e p t e m b e r 2 4 - 2 6 , t h e W o m e n ' s C l u b of Holy
Ascension Ukrainian Orthodox Church, Maplewood,
N.J., sponsored a very successful fail tour of Montreal.
Following liturgy the tour group gathered for a picture.

Friday. December 2 4 , 1 9 8 2

HOLY SUPPER
including the traditional 12 courses
of the Ukrainian Christmas meal.
. During a n d after Supper —Caroling
Friday, December 3 1 , 1 9 8 2

NEW YEAR'S EVE
W T H THE SPECIAL PROGRAM
NEW YEAR'S EVE SUPPER
by reservations only.
DANCE to the tunes of Alex Chudolij,
Dorko Senchyshyn Orchestra

T h e p i c t u r e was taken in St. Sophia's U k r a i n i a n
Orthodox Cathedral. Clergy in the picture with the
group are, from left, the Rev. John Nakonachny, the
Rev. Epyfanyi Czyziw and the Rev. Ihor Kutash.

WE ARE ACCEPTING
CHRISTMAS GREETINGS
IN THE WEEKLY
We invite our readers, organizations, businessmen, merchants and individuals
to relay their Christmas greetings in The Ukrainian Weekly. What better way to mak?
your traditional holiday greetings unique, distinctive aruj memocable' .
Special Christmas rate: 15.00 per column/inch
Deadlines: December 10,1982 (for December 19 issue)

Send your special Christmas greeting, along with the appropriate fee, to:
THE UKRAINIAN WEEKLY

Thursday, January 6 , 1 9 8 3

CHRISTMAS SUPPER

'

December 20, 1982 (for January 2 issue)

30 Montgomery Street

Jersey City. N.J. 07302

CHRISTMAS SPIRIT and CAROLS
1

Мжгги

СіиЯмаз

" This is the ideal way to give the
housewives a Christmas treat!

і іШ/шшшшвшшшшшщшщящ^щшщщшшмшяшвшшшіяшщвншшш

CHRISTMAS GIFTS
from
THE UKRAINIAN MUSEUM
СОЮЗІВКА
Різдвяне Меню
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

SOYUZIVKA
Christmas Dinner

Просфора
1. Prosphora
2. Borshch with dumplings
Борщ з вушками
Картопляники з грибовии сосои 3. Kartoplyanyky with mushroom sauce
Варений короп а галяреті
4. Boiled carp in gelatin
Голубці з грибами
5. Holubtsi with mushrooms
Вареники з картоплею
6. Varenyky with potatoes
Вареники з капустою "
7. Varenyky with cabbage
Галушки зі сливами
8. Prune dumplings
Смажена риба з хріновим сосом 9. Filet of sole with horseradish sauce '
Яблушний пиріг
10. Apple strudel
Компот в овочів
11. Fruit compote
Кутя з медом і маком
12. Kutya (whole wheat with honey and
poppy-seeds)
Чай - Кава

Cone - Tea

The Museum Shop has acquired many unusual gift items in time for the Christmas gift jiving season.
Two weekends have been set aside to expand the shop onto the second floor, especially for the holiday
gift buying season. For sale will be works by contemporary Ukrainian artists - including woodcuts
pottery and woodcanring, traditional Ukrainian tree ornaments, Ukrainian craft items and much more.
December 5th - 1-5 p.m. m December 11th 1 1 2 t h - 1-5 p.m.
Special members preview Saturday, December 4th - 1-5 p.m.
(Members must shim their membership ards)

CHRISTMAS ORNAMENT WORKSHOPS
at
THE UKRAINIAN MUSEUM
Registration: ( 2 1 2 ) 2 2 8 - 0 1 1 0

UKRAINIAN NATIONAL ASSOCIATION ESTATE
Kerhonkson. N. Y.

ш

ТФП: (914) 626-5641

Craft traditional ornament for your 1982 tree during any scheduled workshop session.
Saturday, December 4th, 11th - 2-4 p.m.
Sunday, December 5th, 12th, 19th - 2-4 p.m.

No Place Like Soyuzivka at Christmas Holidays

FEE: Adults: S3.50. Senior Citizens: S3.00. Students: J3.00. Members: 53.00. Free to ages 7-12
FEE COVERS ALL MATERIALS
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the UNA building. He concluded his
remarks by stressing that the UN A main
office places great value on the devoted
work of branch secretaries and other
officers.
Mr. Hawrysz then spoke on organiz
ing matters, especially those of the three
districts represented. He noted that as
of October 31, UNA branches in the
United States and Canada had enrolled
1,644 new members, and that of this
total 920 were brought in by convention
delegates. Of the 397 convention dele
gates, however, only 215 had enrolled
any new members, he said.

UNA secretarial...
(Continued from page 5)

on "How to enroll members - the
psychology of life insurance."
The course was alternately conducted
by the three district heads, Dr. Snihurowycz, Wolodymyr Hetmansky of
Boston and Leon Hardink of Woonsocket.
Dinner was prepared for the course
participants by the members of UNA
Branch 387 headed by Iryna Oliynyk,
secretary.
Afterwards an organizing meeting for
the New Haven, Boston and Woonsocket districts was convened by Dr.
Snihurowycz. Taras Slevinsky served as
secretary during the meeting.
Among the UNA'ers present was
Prof. John Teluk, honorary chairman
of the New Haven District. Prof. Teluk
is also a former UNA supreme vice
president and former supreme auditor.
The meeting began.with reports by
the three district chairmen.
Mr. Sochan was the main speaker for
the meeting, and he spoke on all aspects
of the UNA's activity, including mem
bership, financial affairs, the Svoboda
daily and The Ukrainian Weekly, and

In conclusion, Mr. Hawrysz called on
all present to do their utmost to help the
UNA meet its organizing quota of 1,000
new members during the fall campaign.
A discussion followed the supreme
officers' presentations.
Dr. Snihurowycz adjourned the
meeting with an expression of apprecia
tion to all who had attended and to
Branch 387 for preparing the dinner. In
gratitude, all present then sang "Mnohaya Lita" for Mrs. Oliynyk and branch
members.
Meeting participants handed in ap
plications of 15 new members.

SUSK begins...
The first phase spans a three-week
period in December. Anyone who
brings in two cans of food gets a
discount on admission to the Christmas
Pub Party.
The second phase takes place on
Sunday, December 19, when a collec
tion drive of canned foods will be held in
churches.
The last phase will take place Decem
ber 20-25. This will be the preparation
of packages and distribution.'Members
of SUSK will get together to package a
good balance of soups, vegetables,
meats, beverages, etc., to be distributed
to the needy.

шшштятявяававтшатюят

women of Poland."
Mr. Kampelman concluded his re
marks with the following call for peace:
(Coattaaed troea page l)
"Ther is no more urgent requirement
Mr. Walesa was"lmprisoned for 11
months, the last seven reportedly in on our human agenda than the achieve
virtual solitary confinement. His crime ment of real peace among us. The task
was that he sought to achieve rights for of harmonizing the differing interests
workers by organizing a free trade and the differing philosophies repre
union. A state, which calls itself a sented at this meeting is not an easy one.
workers' state, renounced itsrightto the There are no quick short-cuts; it takes
dignity of that name by punishing him hard work and patience on all sides. It
and then recently declaring Solidarity also requires determination. This Ma
drid meeting provides us the forum in
to be illegal.
"The Solidarity trade-union move which to exercise that patience, in which,
ment has become the symbol of the to express our concerns, in which to
aspirations of the Polish people. Among exchange views, in which to discuss our
the first items of Solidarity's program differences and our agreements. The
was the request that the text of the United States is committed to the CSCE
Helsinki Final Act be printed in the objective of peace, security and human
Polish press. The decision by the Polish dignity. We are prepared to dedicate
military authorities to destroy Solida ourselves to that task by giving it the
rity is a blow to the very essence of the hard work and the patience that will be
act, is in violation of ILO Conventions required for our objectives to be realized.
87, 98 and 105; and in human terms We are prepared to welcome tangible
represents a declaration of war by the indications that others will join us in
military against the working men and that noble task."

U.S.:

concrete...

WRITE FOR OUR NEW CATALOGS
U K R A I N I A N R E C O R D C A T A L O G , designed for your listening pleasure,
consists of L P . - s . cassettes and 8 tracts.
S P E C I A L G I F T L I S T , for holiday and year around gift giving, which is filled
with lovely and unusual gifts. Christmas cards sold in boxes and singly.
WRITE or VISIT

Members of Ukrainian student clubs
that are associated with SUSK will act
as personal liaisons with local churches
in order to gain permission to use the
churches as collection points on De
cember 19, and to ensure that posters,
flyers and church announcements are
delivered to parishes no later than
December 4.

(Continued from page 1)

Students will also be responsible for
follow-up phone calls to priests, for
being at the particular church on
December 19 tp.cbllect the goods and to
collect an accurate list of names and
addresses of donors.
The SUSK national executive board
said it hopes this project will once again
be beneficial to needy Ukrainians.
шмиїїмвіїиіоіігтітіїммшидіїипяігііїїшт
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HANUSEY MUSIC 8. GIFTS
2 4 4 W. G i r a r d A y e . a P h i l a d e l p h i a . P a . 1 9 1 2 3 a ( 2 1 5 ) 6 2 7 - 3 0 9 3
O P E N : Monday to Friday 10-6, Saturday 10-4
Sundays from Thanksgiving to Christmas 10-4

A GIFT OF MUSIC!

SUPER SPECIAL (LIMITED TIME OFFER -

2

VALID UNTIL DECEMBER 3 1 , 1982)

MAKAR'S JEWELRY
STORE 8. SHOP
2022 Morris Avenue m Union, N J . 07083 m (201) 686-1931
a
a
a
a
a
a
a

Large selection of ieaeliy made of 14 and I I carat cold silver and ertameL
Jewelry craftad to your specifications.
Ukrainian trynib (tridents) la various stylet tad teas.
Watches, coral and saber Jewelry, brooches, earrings, rieft, religious medals aid crosses.
Cull orders accepted from shops as m i l as individuals.
Gifts for all occasions: birtMays, graduations ate.
Gold Jewelry and coins bouffrt.

CHOSE from 15 POPULAR SELECTIONS
UNA-UIAPERFORMING ARTISTS GROUP
Invites you to an afternoon of

CONTEMPORARY
UKRAINIAN ARTISTRY
VOLODYMYR KURYLO

ANYA DYDYK
dramatic

artists

UDIA HAWRYLUK

OLES KUZYSZYN
-

songwriter,

vocalist

loprano.

.

OLES FURDA

YURIJ FURDA

Check any 4
О
D
D
D
D
П
П
П
D
П
D
D
D
D
D
П
D

BANDURA ' Victor Mishalow - Record
BANDURA ' Victor Mishalow - Cassette
K0BZA Vocal ft Instrument^ insemble - Record
K0BZA Vocal S Instrumental Ensemble - Cassette
SVIAT0 RIZDVA ' Ukrainian Christman Carols - Record
SVIAT0 RIZDVA ' Ukrainian Christinas Carols - Cassette
UTRECHT BYZANTINE CHOIR - Holland - Record
UTRECHT BYZANTINE CHOIR - Holland - Cassette
Z0L0TI V0R0TA - F o l k songs - Record
Z0L0TI V 0 R 0 T A . - Folk songs - Cassette
ZORYANA - Popular folk songs - Record
Z0RYANA - Popular folk songs - Cassette
CHEREMOSH - Ensemble dance music - Cassette
Z0RIA - Lubomyra Kowalchuk - Record
Z0RIA - Lubomyra Kowalchuk - Cassette
I DEDICATE THIS SONG TO V0U - Ed Evanko - Record
I DEDICATE THIS SONG TO YOU - Ed Evanko - Cassette

ZOLOTIVOROTA

drummer

pianist

MAIL S25.951 S2.00 Postage to:

4 p.m., Sunday. December 12, 1982
Ukrainian Institute of America, 2tast 79th St. Mew York, N Y .
This concert

is sponsored

by the

UKRAINIAN MUSIC SUPER SPECIAL

U K R A I N I A N N A T I O N A L A S S O C I A T I O N a n d t h e U K R A I N I A N I N S T I T U T E of A M E R I C A

(ALL ORDERS PREPAID -

CHECK OR MONEY ORDER)

Send з friend a gift of music!

A wine and cheese reception will follow Ihe concert
Suggested donation: J5 0 0

ZORYAMA .

YEVSHAN COMMUNICATIONS INC.
3207 Beaubhm East, Montreal, Qua., Canada H1Y 1H6

All

records ' tapos available individually S 8 . 9 8 e a c h plus S 1.00

postage
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Sunday, December 5
NEW YORK: The Ukrainian Aca
demy of Arts and Sciences is inau
gurating a Lviv Lecture Series today
at 2 p.m. Opening remarks wilt be
delivered by Dr. Oleh Fedyshyn. Dr.
Roman Osinchuk will speak on the
"60th Anniversary of the Ukrainian
Underground University in Lviv";
Ivan Kedryn Rudnytsky will deliver
a lecture "Lviv as a Cultural and
Political Center in the Inter-war
Period." The afternoon program will
be held at the academy's building,
206 W. 100th St.

PREVIEW OF EVENTS
Ukrainian embroideries, ceramics,
enamels, woodcarvings, dolls, etc.
Ukrainian traditional foods will also
be served.
Saturday, December 11

CHICAGO: The Ukrainian Institute
of Modern Art will hold a Christmas
bazaar of drawings, paintings and
sculptures by Ukrainian artists. The
show will run through January 9. All
works, priced moderately, will be on
sale. The institute is located at 2320
NEW YORK: The Ukrainian Insti W. Chicago Ave. For more informa
tute of America is featuring the tion call (312) 227-5521
opening reception of an exhibit of oil
paintings by Jacques Hnizdovsky DETROIT: St. John's Ukrainian
today at 4 p.m. The institute is Catholic Church is holding a special
located at 2 E. 79th St.; for more liturgy of thanksgiving at 6 p.m.,
honoring couples who have been
information call (212) 288-8660.
married 25 years or longer, on their
NEW YORK: Opening of an exhibit way or past their golden anniversary.
of oils and watercolors by Bohdan After renewing their vows during the
Tytla, at the Ukrainian Artists Asso celebration liturgy, there will be a
ciation Gallery, 136 Second Ave., social with food, refreshments and
fourth floor. The exhibit runs through musical entertainment at St. John's
hall. Tickets in advance or at the
December 12.
door, SI5 per couple.
Thursday, December 9
CHICAGO: The Ukrainian Institute
of Modern Art, 2320 W. Chicago
Ave., will open an exhibit of paint
ings - oils and watercolors - by
Volodymyr Makarenko at 7 p.m.
The artist will be on hand for the
opening of the exhibit, which runs
through January 15. For more infor
mation, call Yuri Myskiw at (312)
227-5522 or Kalyna Pomirkoat(312)
7фЬ7304.

PHJLADELPHIA-ABINGTON:
The Ukrainian Educational and
Cultural Center is hosting an Eve of
St. Andrew Festival at 7 p.m. In
cluded in the festivities will be
audience-participation games, as
well as other St. Andrew's Eve
rituals. Refreshments will be served.
The public, especially youths, are
invited to spend an interesting even
ing at 700 Cedar Road, Philadelphia,
Abington.

Friday, December 10

Sunday, December 12

NEW YORK: The Verkhovynky
Plast unit and the Literary-Art Club
here, are co-sponsoring an evening
dedicated to Vasyl Symonenko at 7
p.m. at 136 Second Ave. (second
floor). The program will include a
lecture/by Lar.yssa Oayshkevych,
reminiscences by Nadia Svitlychna,
recitations of Symonenko's works by
Sophia Zielyk and the Promin trio
directed by Bohdanna Wolansky.

WINNIPEG: The Ukrainian Cul
tural and Educational Centre, 184
Alexander Ave. E., will hold a work
shop for children age 6-12 on how to
make Christmas ornaments. The
workshop will take place at 2-5 p.m.
The cost of the workshop is 50c per
child, which includes materials. For
more information, call Chrystia
Korbutiak at (204) 942-0218.

Weekend of December 11-12

SUNDAY, DECEMBER 5, 1982

at 6 p.m. in the college dining hall,
will feature 12 traditional Ukrainian
holiday dishes served family style by
members of Manor's Ukrainian
Cultural Club. Caroling will be
provided by the choir of St. Basil's
Academy. For further information
and tickets call Judith Lopacki at
(215) 885-2360.
Saturday, December 18
PITTSBURGH: The League of Ukrainian Catholics Kalyna Choir of
the Greater Pittsburgh area, directed
by Irene Vladuchick, will present its
annual concert of Ukrainian Christ
mas music in the Hall of Architec
ture in Carnegie Museum here at 2
p.m.
This year, Kalyna dedicates its
concert to the memory of the founders
of Ss. Peter and Paul Ukrainian
Catholic Parish in Ambridge, Pa., on
the occasion of its diamond jubilee.
This will be Kalyna's way of saying
thanks to the pioneers of the Am
bridge parish in particular, and of all
the other parishes in general, for
bringing these ancient "koliadky"
and "shchedrivky" from Ukraine,
teaching them to their offspring, and
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thus, making it possible to preserve
these precious songs, in their original
and unspoiled beauty for generations
to come.
ONGOING:
ITHACA, N.Y.: Woodcuts, linocuts
and etchings by Jacques Hnizdovsky
are on exhibit at The Upstairs
Gallery, DeWitt Office Complex,
215 Cayuga St. Also on display are
duplicate prints from the Herbert F.
Johnson Museum. The exhibit runs
from November 17 through Decem
ber 29; gallery hours are Tuesday
through Friday, 11 a.m. to 3 p.m.,
and Saturday, 11 a.m. to 1 p.m.

PREVIEW OF EVENTS is a
service provided free of charge by
The Ukrainian Weekly to the Ukrai
nian community. To have a Ukrai
nian community event listed in this
column please send information
(type of event, date, time, place,
admission, sponsor, etc.) - along
with the phone number of a person
who may be reached during daytime
hours for any additional information
- to: PREVIEW OF EVENTS, The
Ukrainian Weekly, 30 Montgomery
St., Jersey City, NJ. 07302.

UNA/UIA group sponsors
afternoon of performing arts
NEW YORK - A concert of "Contenrp"orary^rainian'Arrjstiy"wilItake
place Sunday, December 12, at 4 p.m. at
the Ukrainian Institute of America,
2 E. 79th St. at Fifth Avenue.
The concert will feature contem
porary music from Ukraine, as well as
original Ukrainian music written in the
United States.
Anya Dydyk and Volodymyr Kurylo
will perform dramatic readings of
- poetry by Ukrainian dissidents Vasyl
Stus, Mykola Rudenko, Iryna Senyk

and Iryna Stasiv-Kalynets.
Also performing in the concert are
songwriter and vocalist Oles Kuzyszyn,
soprano Lidia Hawryluk and musicians
Oles and Yurij Furda, who will accom
pany Ms. Hawryluk.
A wine and cheese reception will
follow the performance, sponsored by
the Ukrainian National Association
and the Ukrainian Institute of America.
Suggested donation is S5. For further
information, call the UNA at (212) 2275250 or (201) 451-2200.

NEW YORK: The Ukrainian Insti
tute of America cordially invites all
college students to help decorate the
traditional Christmas tree. Decorat
ing begins at 11 a.m. and lasts the
entire day (until 7 p.m.) with a
reception following. The institute is
located at 2 E. 79th St. For more
information, call (212) 288-8660.

PHILADELPHIA-ABINGTON: A
big Christmas Bazaar featuring an
exhibit of works by Ukrainian artists,
a sale of freshly cut Christmas trees,
gifts and traditional Ukrainian
Christmas food specialities, will be
held this weekend. Hours are Satur
day from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. and Sunday
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. The Sunday NEWARK, NJ.: Plast Ukrainian
afternoon program includes cock Youth Organization will sponsor its
tails and dinner with a special pro annual Christmas Bazaar from 8
gram which will feature artists of the a.m. to 1 p.m. in the basement hall of
Ukrainian theater, the Voloshky St. Johns Ukrainian Catholic Church.
dance ensemble and the Rusalka girts Kutia, honey, poppyseed, home
choir. For dinner reservations or made cakes and cookies, handmade
more information please call Mrs. Christmas tree ornaments and UMasiuk at (215) LI8-6664 or Mrs. krainian Christmas cards, plus much
Kvashynsky at (215) 355-9278. Every more will be on sale at the bazaar.
The Voloshky Plast group will also
one is invited.
have a special fund-raising table for
members' upcoming debut at the
GLEN SPEY, N.Y.: The Ukrainian Plast branch's winter ball.
Christmas Bazaar and Ukrainian Art
Exhibit sponsored by Ukrainian
National Women's League of Ame JENKINTOWN, Pa.: "Sviata
rica Branch 62 will be held at St. Vechera," the traditional Ukrainian
Volodymyr's Ukrainian Catholic holy supper of Christmas Eve, will be
Church Hall on Saturday from 11 held at Manor Junior College, Fox
a.m. to 6 p.m. and Sunday from noon Chase Road and Forrest Avenue.
The annual event, which will.begin
to 6 p.m. The sale will include
Yuriy and Oles Furda

Lidia Hawryluk

